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Abstract
Zaman, Md Sabbir. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August 2021. A Hardware-Software Codesigned Wearable for Real-Time Physiological Data Collection and Signal Quality Assessment.
Major Professor: Dr. Bashir I. Morshed and Dr. Chrysanthe Preza.
In the future, Smart and Connected Communities (S&CC) will use distributed wireless sensors
and embedded computing platforms to produce meaningful data that can help individuals, and
communities. Here, we presented a scanner, a data reliability estimation algorithm and Electrocardiogram (ECG) beat classification algorithm which contributes to the S&CC framework .
In part 1, we report the design, prototyping, and functional validation of a low-power, small,
and portable signal acquisition device for these sensors. The scanner was fully tested, characterized, and validated in the lab, as well as through deployment to users’ homes. As a test case, we
show results of the scanner measuring WRAP temperature sensors with relative error within the
0.01% range. The scanner measurement shows distinguish temperature of 1°F difference and excellent linear dependence between actual and measured resistance (R2 = 0.998). This device has
demonstrated the possibility of a small, low-power portable scanner for WRAP sensors.
Additionally, we explored the statistical data reliability metric (DReM) to explain the quality
of bio-signal quantitatively on a scale between 0.0 -1.0. As proof of concept, we analyzed the
ECG signal. Our DReM prediction algorithm measures the reliability of the ECG signals effectively with low Root mean square error = 0.010 and Mean absolute error = 0.008 and coefficient
of determination R2 value of 0.990. Finally, we tested our model against the opinions of three independent judges and presented R2 value to determine the agreement between judgments vs our
prediction model.
We concluded our contribution to the S&CC framework by analyzing ECG beat classification
with a pipeline of classifiers that focuses on improving the model’s performance on identifying
minority classes (ventricular ectopic beat, supraventricular ectopic beat). Moreover, we intended
to minimize morphological distortion introduced due to indiscriminate use of filtering techniques
v

on ECG signals. Our approach shows an average positive predictive value 95.21%, sensitivity of
95.28%, and F-1 score 95.76% respectively.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview

The new generation of smart and connected technologies have positively influenced the world
by changing the way people behave, interact and react to the different perspectives of their life.
This type of technology is expected to offer significant benefits to society and the community.
The conceptual framework of WRAP sensor-based data collection for this smart and connected
community (S&CC) health project incorporates a scanner, a WRAP sensor, and a smartphone
with our custom app. In this type of setup where data acquisition happens at the user’s home
(termed as “Living Lab”), active participation of the user is required. The user places the WRAP
sensor on his/her body, aligns the planar spiral coil (PSC) antenna of the scanner with the PSC
antenna of the WRAP sensor. A scanning request is sent from the custom smartphone app. Data
is then collected from the sensor via the scanner to the smartphone app. The smartphone app contains algorithms that analyze and compute the Events-of-Interest (EoI), such as episodes with
high disease severity, from these digital data and allows sharing this EoI to a custom web-server
anonymously for visualization (http://sccmobilehealth.com ). The community stakeholders and
physicians can visualize the temporal and spatial views of EoI trends of various diseases within
their community for a selected time frame of data collection using this server data [1].

1

The SCC framework allows multiple algorithms for single disease classification and severity
prediction. The user can choose from the available algorithms and select one of them using their
smartphones. The framework considers Flu, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD),
Arrhythmia, and Sleep Apnea for EoI classification. While the overall concept of EoI computation and S&CC framework was reported elsewhere [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], this paper focuses on the design, development, and testing of the portable scanner. To demonstrate and analyze the functionalities of the scanner, here we only report the results of temperature (TP) sensors. Other types of
WRAP sensors (e.g. heart rate, breathing rate, pulse oximetry, electrocardiogram) are still under
development by our research team.

Based on the description of WRAP sensor, a scanner is needed to energize and acquire the signal from it and transmit it to a smartphone where EoI is calculated from the analog signal collected. Since the nature of analog signal does not guarantee the reliability of the signal and we
can not ask for re-transmission or correct the analog signal, one possible way to deal with is to
let the EoI detection algorithm know about how reliable the signal collected signal is. This is will
significantly improve the performance of EoI detection algorithm and possibly avoid any false
alarm due to unreliable signal collection. Our final target is to develop an ECG beat classification
algorithm that is instrumental in the Arrhythmia detection process.The projects mentioned above
forms the core components of the S&CC framework.

1.2

Motivation

Signal collection from the WRAP sensor is crucial as these type of sensors depends on inductive coupling methods for signal transmission. A common scanner is needed to read the analog
signal from these sensors. The novelty of the scanner is that here, we present a rechargeable,
battery-operated, and portable scanner (i.e. interrogator) device design, prototyping, and testing results for data acquisition. This scanner interrogates the WRAP sensor to collect the signal (viz. resistive load variation) through the inductive coupling method. This scanner device
2

was designed in a generic way such that it works with various existing WRAP sensors, with the
possibility of other novel analog zero-power sensors without needing any major change in the
scanner hardware design. In addition, this scanner has the potential to work with multiple sensors simultaneously in a narrow frequency bandwidth using the frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) method. The scanner also sends the data via Bluetooth to a custom smartphone app
(“SCC Health”) so that users can easily interact with these zero-power sensors.

Estimating the quality of the collected physiological signal is another important step as the
machine learning algorithms used on this type of analog signal suffers in terms of performance
accuracy. Although many studies and investigations were conducted with different approaches in
mind, there is still a lack of a general approach to determine the common statistical indicators of
data quality of bio-signals with low computational complexity to avoid unnecessary digital processing before deciding on the acceptable reliability of the signals. Hence, we propose a novel
quantitative signal quality indicator termed ”Data Reliability Metric (DReM)”. DReM focuses
on finding a single statistical features to quantify the signal quality of bio- signals, rather than
choosing traditional signal quality index that depends on signal-specific algorithms and feature
extraction (e.g., peak detection and template matching) mechanisms. Another novelty is that the
regression result on signal quality using the DReMs will be used in conjunction with the traditional machine learning-based Disease Severity Estimation (DSE) techniques as a shunt input
metric to the model, which will likely improve the performance of DSE techniques.

1.3

Goal

The goal of this work is to acquire reliable bio-signals in an unsupervised clinical setting from
WRAP sensors with estimated data reliability information that provides meaningful context to
machine learning-based algorithms and to classify ECG beats that helps to identify cardiac diseases.

3

1.4

Technical Challenges

• The automatic data collection from WRAP sensor depends on wireless power transfer by
a carrier wave sent from the scanner side, the scanner should be capable of picking up the
change from the modulated carrier wave reflected back from the sensor. Depending on the
characteristics of WRAP sensor and the effect of loading (coupled inductively) on scanner coil due to the subject’s physiological signal, the scanner should be able to amplify the
collected signal to get the full swing of the corresponding physiological signal.
• The artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms used for severity detection relies on the analog
signal and the performance of this type of algorithm depends on the quality of the signal.
Our next challenge is to address the issue of signal reliability on which will provide meaningful information (continuous scale between 0.0 - 1.0) rather than sharing binary signal
quality (‘good’ or ‘bad’) to improve the performance of the AI models used in ECG monitoring.
• Most of ECG beat detection algorithms-related literature addresses the issue of improving
overall classification performance whereas all the works lack the ability to distinguish the
minority classes (SVEB and VEB) with good accuracy. There are two potential problems
in the training process: (1) low training efficiency, because normal ECG beats representing
a greater proportion of the data-set are prone to negative effects, and (2) degeneration of the
training model when a normal ECG beat class over-fits training model. Researchers have
tried distribution-based balancing (DBB) [6], generated oversampling method (GenOMe)
[7], random oversampling and under-sampling (ROU) method, synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) [8], and combination of both (ROU and SMOTE) [9]. But our
focus is on improving classification accuracy of minority ECG beats.
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1.5

Research Objectives

1. Design and development of a scanner prototype: The automatic data collection from
WRAP sensor depends on wireless power transfer by a carrier wave sent from the scanner
side, the scanner should be capable of picking up the change from the modulated carrier
wave reflected back from the sensor. Depending on the characteristics of WRAP sensor and
the effect of loading (coupled inductively) on the scanner coil due to the subject’s physiological signal, the scanner should be able to amplify the collected signal to get the full
swing of the corresponding physiological signal.
2. Development of DReM estimation Algorithm: The artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms
used for severity detection relies on the analog signal and the performance of this type of
algorithm depends on the quality of signal. Our next challenge is to address the issue of
signal reliability on which will help to improve the performance of the AI models.
3. Development of ECG beat Classification Algorithm: The traditional ECG beat detection algorithms showed good overall performance but they suffer in achieving higher performance in minority classes (Supraventricular Ectcopic Beats (SVEB) and Ventricular
Ectopic Beat). Our objective here is to deliver a good overall performer that demonstrates
higher performance on separating SVEB and VEB. Additionally, we focused on minimizing morphological distortion due to avoiding indiscriminate use of digital filtering.

1.6

Proposed Solutions and Significance of Solutions

1. To solve reliable data acquisition from WRAP sensor, we proposed to design a prototype of
scanner hardware that can energize the passive WRAP sensors, decode amplitude-modulated
bio-signals, filter, process and transmit reliably the converted digital data from analog biosignal to the smartphone application. To generate enough power for wireless power transfer, a power amplifier design seemed necessary. Maintaining signal integrity with proper
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PCB design techniques and ground shielding methods can protect high-frequency interference with low-frequency digital signal. Since we proposed using a single scanner for
interaction with multiple WRAP sensors, proper implementation of handshaking protocol
can help to achieve reliable signal acquisition from WRAP sensor.
2. Finding a signal-independent DReM is challenging. Data reliability in terms of binary decision: good or bad, does not provide a meaningful context to the user or an application;
however, providing reliability on a continuous scale between 0.0-1.0 makes a wide range
of reliability information context to the user or application. A Statistical metric like crosscorrelation value, Pearson cross-correlation coefficient or Anderson-Darling coefficient can
be considered as one of the metrics to explore. Time-series feature extraction of bio-signals
can be thought of as possible statistical indicator to estimate the DReM. Finding a proper
noisy data-set that infers reliability in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is hard but generating noisy signals of different SNR levels from a well-known noise data-set can save the
effort. Developing machine learning models using the extracted time-series features can
identify the proper relationship to estimate DReM value on a continuous scale.
3. Recent literature explored to improve the overall classification performance of ECG beat
detection algorithm. But in order to improve the minority beat detection performance, a
concatenated machine learning model can help to improve the model performance since we
can localize training the models into minority classes and normal classes than training on
all the classes.

1.7
1.7.1

Publications and Awards
Journals

1. M. S. Zaman and B. I. Morshed, “A low-power portable scanner for body-worn wireless
resistive analog passive (WRAP) sensors for mHealth applications,” Measurement, vol.
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177, p. 109214, Jun. 2021.
2. M. S. Zaman and B. I. Morshed, “A Novel Method to Objectively Estimate Data Reliability
Metric (DReM) of ECG Signals From Data Statistics Itself,” Array, (submitted). 2021.
3. M. S. Zaman and B. I. Morshed, “Improving Accuracy of Beat-wise Classification of ECG
using Concatenated Machine Learning Algorithms,” IEEE Transactions on Biomedical
Engineering, (submitted). 2021.
4. B. I. Morshed, B. Harmon, M. S. Zaman, M. Rahman, S. Afroz, and M. Rahman, “Inkjet
printed fully-passive body-worn wireless sensors for smart and connected community (SCC)”,
Journal of LowPower Electronics and Applications, vol. 7, no. 4, p. 26, 2017

1.7.2

Conferences

1. M. S. Zaman and B. I. Morshed, “Design and verification of a portable scanner for bodywornwireless resistive analog passive (WRAP) sensors,” in 2018 IEEE International Conference onElectro/Information Technology (EIT), 2018, pp. 0548–0553.
2. M. S. Zaman and B. I. Morshed, “Estimating reliability of signal quality of physiological
data from data statistics itself for real-time wearables,” in2020 42nd Annual International
Conference of theIEEE Engineering in Medicine & Biology Society (EMBC).IEEE, Jul.
2020. [Online]. Available:https://doi.org/10.1109/embc44109.2020.9175317
3. M. S. Zaman and B. I. Morshed, “Generalization of Data Reliability Metric (DReM) Mechanism for Pulsatile Bio-signals,” in 2021 IEEE International Conference onElectro/Information Technology (EIT), 2021.
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1. M.S. Zaman, and B. I. Morshed, “Detection of the Presence of Bio-Signal in Wireless Resistive Analog Passive (WRAP) Sensors with Generalized Signal Quality Indices”, in 2019
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IISSO Student Research Fair, 2019.
2. M.S. Zaman., and B. I. Morshed, “Portable Scanner Prototyping for Physiological Signal
Acquisition from Wireless Passive Sensors”, in 2017 IISSO Student Research Fair, 2017. i
3. M.S. Zaman, and B. I. Morshed, “Portable Scanner Prototyping for Physiological Signal
Acquisition from Wireless Passive Sensors”, in 2017 Dept. of EECE Poster Competition,
2017
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Chapter 2
A Low-power Portable Scanner for
Body-worn Wireless Resistive Analog
Passive (WRAP) Sensors for mHealth
Applications
2.1

Introduction

In today’s world, the use of wireless sensors is becoming more prevalent in almost all the industries. From assessing structural integrity of construction piece to maintaining the quality of of
daily life [1, 2, 3], the extensive presence of wireless sensor networks is observed. Where traditional wired sensors involve using cables, wireless sensors offer flexibility, user friendliness and
uninterrupted service for data collection by removing the need of wires from sensors. Some wireless sensors require battery that becomes an integral part of this type of sensors. Recharging of
batteries become burden to users and disposal of these batteries poses a long-term environmental
threat [4, 5]. This is where the use of ‘zero-power’ (i.e., passive or battery-less) wireless sensors
can help to bring down the amount of batteries used in the wireless sensor networks.
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Because of the benefits discussed above, researchers are trying to implement the concept of
zero-power wireless sensor for various bio-signals including body temperature, electrocardiogram (ECG/EKG), oxygen saturation (SpO2), electromyogram (EMG), respiration rate etc. In
2017, Consul-Pacareu et. al. introduced a new type of sensors, named: “Wireless Resistive Analog Passive” (WRAP) sensors. The WRAP sensor is zero-power and it is capable of capturing
skin-contact based bio-signals [6, 7]. These WRAP sensors can be used to harness bioelectric
signals as well as other physical stimuli (e.g. pressure, temperature) to measure heart rate, respiration rate, and core body temperature [7]. Moreover, WRAP sensor, being a body-worn, fully
passive, and unobtrusive sensor, solves the battery requirement, size, and complexity issues faced
by traditional wireless sensors [8, 9]. In addition, the WRAP sensors are cheap, have high sampling rate, and can be fabricated on flexible substrates such as printed on thin-film polyamide
(PI) using inkjet printing (IJP) technique [6, 7, 10, 11, 12]. Hence, they are extremely low power,
inexpensive, and less complicated in terms of design and electronics. But proper functionality
and signal acquisition, WRAP sensor relies on a readout circuit/scanner. An alternative solution
to the wireless sensors for flexibility could be soft polymer optical fibres (POFs) based sensors.
Literature are available which shows immunity of optical sensor to electromagnetic interference
[13, 14, 15]. But they are expensive for daily health monitoring application to health care monitoring in comparison WRAP sensors. Additionally, these sensors are not easily printable as is the
case for WRAP sensor. Moreover, skin-contact based bio-signal potentials like ECG, are easier to
realize with resistive transducer than with traditional POF based sensor [6].

In case of traditional readout or scanner of wireless LC sensors, which scans for resonant frequency by varying frequencies and estimating the transducer’s impedance on the LC sensors. In
most cases, they use capacitive transducers [16, 17, 18]. However, inductive sensors as described
in these literature are possible too [19, 20]. A major drawback of capacitive or inductive sensing is that the sensed signal is limited to voltage or current only. However, WRAP sensor relies
on resistive approach that can sense bioelectric potenial (voltage) signal as well as other physical
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stimuli (e.g. pressure, temperature, light). WRAP sensor solely use resistor transducer for sensing bio-signal; the LC sub-circuit used in WRAP sensor are used for wireless coupling between
readout circuit and the sensor [6, 7, 16]. Moreover, these WRAP sensors are designed to operate
on a fixed resonant frequency (in our case, fcarrier = 13.56 MHz,free to use ISM band for laboratory use). This features enables WRAP sensor to sense continuous change in the bio-signal that
requires a higher sampling rate for signal acquisition.

Whereas many literature focus on the design of sensors for all kinds of applications; in contrast, the design methods of readout circuit for wireless passive sensors are available but not in
abundance. Moreover, the practicability of a wireless sensor system does not only depend on the
sensing element but also on the accuracy and robustness of the overall system. Coosemans et al.
designed a reader circuit for passive LC sensor based on voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)
[21]. During frequency sweep (20-40 MHz) of VCO, the resonant frequency was detected as
voltage dip in the voltage across the reader inductor coil. Pichorim and Abatti demostrated a
measurement procedure where the they avoid the constraints related to sweep time / transient
components [17]. Their method is based on simultaneous application of three of excitation signal
of equal amplitudes but different frequencies to detect the resonance frequency of remote RLC
sensor. Jacquemod et al. presented a reader platform with low coupling factor (k) compensation
[22]. Their design included self-oscillating loop with anti-resonance cancellation circuit for low
k. The oscillating frequency shifts depending on the resonant frequency of LC sensor. Nopper
et al. published an analog front end circuit based on coherent demodulation to estimate the real
part of the reader coil impedance to a DC voltage [16], the relative error in measurement 0.02%.
Sardini et al. proposed a custom device that measures the real and imaginary parts of admittance
[23]. Their reader device is capable of measuring high temperature, greater than 100 °C in harsh
environment.

Whereas we found literature on readout circuits that works on capacitive or inductive transducer based passive LC sensors , there is a lack of studies about the readout circuit and overall
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system for resistive approach based passive wireless sensors. Additionally, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no complete architecture of readout circuit that shows the potential to work
on WRAP sensors designed for multiple physiological signals. Our designed prototype of scanner facilitates the signal collection from WRAP sensor and offers higher data collection rate because sampling rate is not limited to the range of frequencies which is the case for traditional
reader designer for wireless LC sensors. Moreover, the firmware and the analog front-end of our
scanner, uses handshaking protocol messaging between user smartphone and scanner to facilitate the application of scanner on different type of WRAP sensor (ecg, respiration, eeg, emg).
The relative error of measurement is within 0.01% of actual measurement, which is comparable to the result of Nopper et al (relative error, 0.02%) and [24]. In addition, the application test
case on temperature WRAP sensor shows measurement uncertainty is 0.049% and it can distinguish between temperature of 1°F with with statistical significance statistically (P-value=
1.0379 × 10−61 ). The actual and measured resistance of NTC thermistor (RNTC ) shows excellent linear dependence with high coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.998) which is comparable
Carvajal et al. work (R2 = 0.946) [25].

In this paper, we present a rechargeable, battery-operated, and portable scanner (i.e. interrogator) device design, prototyping, and testing results for data acquisition from WRAP sensor. This
scanner interrogates the WRAP sensor to collect the signal (viz. resistive load variation) through
inductive coupling method [7, 26]. This scanner device was designed to work with the existing
type of WRAP sensors, and with the possibility of other novel analog zero-power sensors without needing any major change in the scanner hardware design. In addition, this scanner has the
potential to work with multiple sensors simultaneously in a narrow frequency bandwidth using
frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) method. The scanner also sends the data via Bluetooth to
a custom smartphone app (“SCC Health”) so that users can easily interact with these zero-power
sensors.
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The paper follows the following structure: Section 2 discusses the concept and application
of scanner in smart and connected community (S&C), Section 3 describes the hardware design,
Section 4 reports the firmware implementation, Section 5 highlights the results and analysis,
and Section 6 discusses the possible constraints of the technology and the possible work around
methods and Section 7 concludes with summary of key findings.

2.2

Conceptual system description of S&CC

The overall simplified concept refers to S&CC framework that is presented in Fig. 2.1. The
framework is briefly discussed to facilitate the explanation of the necessity of scanner. The conceptual framework of WRAP sensor-based data collection for this S&CC health project that incorporates a scanner, a WRAP sensor, and a smartphone with our custom app. In this type of
setup, termed as “Living Lab”, where data acquisition starts from a scanner aligned (co-axially)
with WRAP sensor coil based on user request from smartphone. The smartphone app analyses
and computes the Events-of-Interest (EoI) from these digital data and allows sharing this EoI to a
custom web server anonymously for visualization (http://sccmobilehealth.com ). The community stakeholders and physicians can visualize the temporal and spatial views of EoI trends of
various diseases within their community for a selected time-frame of data collection using this
server data [11]. The framework considers Flu, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD),
Arrhythmia, and Sleep Apnea for EoI classification.

While, the overall concept of EoI computation and S&CC framework was reported elsewhere
[10, 11, 27, 28], this paper focuses on the design, development, and testing of the portable scanner. For demonstration of the scanner functionalities and analysis purpose, here we only report
results of temperature (TP) WRAP sensors. Other types of WRAP sensors (e.g. heart rate, breathing rate, pulse oximetry, electrocardiogram) are still under development by our research team.The
design methods, fabrication details, and materials necessary for paper and polyamide substrate
inkjet-based WRAP sensor are reported in detail previously [10, 29, 30].
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Figure 2.1: Simplified conceptual diagram for S&CC health framework.

2.2.1

Brief working principle of WRAP sensor

One of the important features the WRAP sensor offers is flexibility. A visual example of how
flexible the WRAP sensor can be, is shown in Fig. 3.1. The WRAP sensor has no power source
in it, hence the sensor circuit is functionally dependent on the incident power from the scanner
(Fig. 3.1 b). For reader convenience, we are presenting a brief working principle adopted from
Consul-Pacareu et.al. work [6, 7]. The impedance Zsensor is seen from the sensor side is given
below:

Zsesnor =


jωLs ||



1
||RL
jωCs

(2.1)

Here Ls is the inductance of sensor side coil (secondary), Cs is tuning capacitor and RL is the resistance of the transducer. The impedance of sensor side as seen from the scanner side, due to
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mutual inductance M, is Xrx , where Xrx is represented as follows:

Xrx =

(ωM)2
Zsensor (ω)

!
(2.2)

If L p is the inductance of scanner coil then impedance of the scanner Zscanner can be expressed as
following:

Zscanner = Xrx + jωL p ||

1
||Rdamping
jω (C||C p )


(2.3)

Here Rdamping is the damping resistance of the scanner circuit.
Based on Equation 3.3, any biopotential signal, realizable by resistive transducer, can be acquired
by the our scanner prototype. For temperature signal, thermistor is used to design the temperature
WRAP sensor. For other complex types biosignals (i.e. ecg, respiration, eeg, emg), one possible
way to use the source-drain resistance (i.e. Zsensor )of metal-oxide semiconductor (MOSFET), biased in linear region. Due to change of biopotenial signal, Zscanner changes, modulation happens
in the amplitude of the transmitted carrier signal. So, to recover the expected bio-signal, it is necessary to demodulate and condition (filtering and amplification) the signal. The detail of design is
explained in section 3 and 4.

2.3

Hardware design of the scanner

For explanation purpose, we divided the hardware in 3 blocks: power block, analog frontend,
and digital backend. As depicted in Fig. 3.2, power block supplies three voltage levels: 3.3 V,
1.65 V, and 14 V (labelled as booster) to analog front end (AFE) and digital back end (DBE). The
AFE block covers the signal generation and amplification unit, whereas the DBE has the microcontroller and a Class 2 Bluetooth module.

The schematic and printed circuit board (PCB) are designed by KiCad EDA Suite (Version:
5.0.2, KiCad Developers). PCB is implemented using a 4-layer stack (Top Signal Layer, Ground
plane, Power Plane, and Bottom Signal Layer) to achieve lower noise, interference, and crosstalk.
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Figure 2.2: A flexible WRAP Sensor (a) and conceptual diagram of WRAP sensor based system
(b).

Figure 2.3: Functional block diagram of scanner hardware.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Top layer and (b) bottom layer of scanner PCB. Primary coil portion replaceable
with any new coil design.
The fully populated and functional scanner PCB is shown in Fig. 3.3, with labels pointing the
key components of the circuit board. The final dimension of the scanner device is 5.9” X 2.9” X
0.25”.

2.3.1

Power block

The power block has 4 major sections: (1) 3.3 V linear regulator, (2) 1.65 V virtual ground
circuit, (3) a step-up converter (referred to as Booster, which converts 3.3 V to 14 V using a programmable output), and (4) a charge management controller unit for Li-Polymer battery (3.7 V,
750 mAh). The 3.3 V regulator unit was designed with ultra-low power linear regulator (Model:
ADP7156, Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA). Virtual ground circuit is designed with voltage divider and a buffer amplifier (Model: LMV791, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX USA). As
reported earlier [4, 8], a sinusoidal carrier wave (≤ 14 V, peak to peak) is necessary to make
the WRAP sensor functional. Thus, a booster unit was added to power block by utilizing a pro-
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grammable step up DC-DC converter integrated chips (IC) (Model: LM2621, Texas Instruments,
Dallas, TX,USA).The Booster supplies power to amplifiers (discussed later in ‘analog front-end’
subsection). The charge controller unit was implemented by charge management controller IC
(Model: MCP73831, Microchip Technology, Chandler, AZ, USA) and is used for the purpose of
charging the battery.

2.3.2

Digital back end

The digital back end (DBE) is the crucial part as it consists of an off-the-shelf ultralow power
ARM Cortex®-M4 32-bit Microcontroller (Model, STM32L476R, STMicroelectronics, Geneva,
Switzerland) and a Class 2 Bluetooth module. The microcontroller has 12-bit analog to digital
converters (ADC) for analog signal digitization, serial peripheral interface (SPI) ports that were
used for programming VGA and Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) chip, and a Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) port to communicate with the Bluetooth (BT) module.
The BT module (RN-42, Microchip Technology, Chandler, AZ, USA) has a range of 10 m and is
configured with 50 ms sniffing period.

2.3.3

Analog front end

The core part of our hardware design is AFE. The AFE generates RF carrier signal to make
the WRAP sensor functional and acquires the top envelope of the carrier signal and processes it
before digitization of the analog signal takes place. For convenience, we explain the complete
AFE in two subsections: (1) Carrier Signal generation unit and (2) Signal acquisition unit.
Carrier signal generation unit
A low power DDS IC (AD9834, Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA), with a frequency resolution of 0.004 Hz, is used to generate the sinusoidal carrier signal. The DDS IC is programmable
by microcontroller and it can switch between different modes. Typically, output voltage of this
DDS ranges between 30-600 mV. Fig. 3.4. depicts the schematic diagram of the carrier signal
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of carrier signal generation unit of the AFE.
generation unit. To cope with the required power of the carrier signal, the generated DDS output is further amplified with cascaded NPN transistors (Model: MBT2222, ON Semiconductor,
Phoenix, AZ, USA) that is configured as Class A Amplifiers. The Q1 and Q2 are biased to allow
a maximum voltage swing between 0 to 14 V at the collector of Q2 . The push-pull amplifier is
implemented using emitter coupled transistor array (Model: QSZ2, Rohm, Kyoto, Japan). Although it does not provide any voltage gain since it is configured as a source follower, but it provides a signal dependent isolation to the finely tuned (at 13.56 MHz) LC tank circuit of scanner.
As reported earlier [31], minimum 14 V is necessary to energize the WRAP sensor, we optimized
the carrier frequency to 13.56 MHz where we get the maximum peak to peak voltage (14 V) from
the Class A amplifiers.

Signal acquisition unit
In signal acquisition unit, as depicted in Fig. 3.5, envelope detector (time constant, τ = 510µs)
is used to find the top envelope of the carrier signal. The following constraint was used to decide
the value of envelope detector components:
1
fcarrier

τ 

1
fcut−o f f

(2.4)

Here, fcut−o f f = 1.5 kHz is the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter connected to the envelop
detector. A voltage divider followed by a buffer amplifier confirms that the carrier signal gen20

Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of signal acquisition unit. The top part is for envelope detection
and low-pass filtering, while the bottom part is for programmable gain amplification of the acquired physiological signals.
eration unit is isolated and primary coil is not loaded by rest of the circuit in signal acquisition
unit. A 2nd order Butterworth low-pass filter designed with fcut−o f f = 1.5 kHz is implemented
as well. The reason behind this higher cut-off frequency is that we intend to use the same scanner
for different types of WRAP sensors designed for different physiological signals that might capture signals at different sampling rates. A variable gain amplifier (VGA) subsequently amplifies
the top envelope signal with a programmable gain before digitization occurred in the ADC of microcontroller. A two-channel digital potentiometer (Model: AD5262, Analog Devices, Norwood,
MA, USA), with 256 discrete levels of resistance between 0 to 20 kΩ, is used to provide feedback resistances to two stage non-inverting operational amplifiers (Model: MCP6002, Microchip
Technology, Chandler, AZ, USA). The potentiometer is programmable through SPI interface.
The programmable gain can be described by the following equation:
 


Rf2
Rf1
× 1+
G = 1+
10K
10K

(2.5)

Here, R f 1 and R f 2 are the programmable resistor from AD5262. As Equation 2.5 suggests, we
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can achieve maximum gain of 9 with the current hardware setting.

2.4

Firmware Implementation

We implemented hardware-software co-design approach to reduce power consumption of scanner. The scanner is designed to acquire bio-signals from various WRAP sensors covering four
diseases, as mentioned earlier in Section II. Based on the power consumption analysis (discussed
in sub-section 2.5.1) and the concept of interfacing multiple type of WRAP sensors with the same
scanner, we decided on three operating states: Idle, Handshaking and Scanning state. Fig. 3.6.
shows how the scanner follows the sequences from idle state to scanning state. The idle state is
the starting point where scanner waits and sniffs for scanning request of tTW ms from a smartphone. During handshaking state, the scanner mutually agrees on the request message from the
smartphone; configures the AFE accordingly, scans and transmit signal via BT. There are two
transmission modes available: Real-time (acquires and transmits simultaneously) and Offline
(uses mutex buffer) transmission. Once the process completes, the scanner enters idle state again.

2.4.1

Description of different states of scanner

The finite state machine (FSM) state transition graph is depicted in Fig. 3.7, which. shows the
three states (S0 , S1 , S2 ). The scanner enters the idle state (S0 ) initially, and it configures the peripherals. Once configuration completes, goes to the low power run mode and wakes up at the
interrupt of internal UART module, which listens to data available at Bluetooth buffer. The S0
state changes to Handshaking state, S1 , due to any incoming data in Bluetooth module from user
device.

The handshaking state (S1 ) is a crucial state for scanner. As the scanner is designed to scan
different WRAP sensors used for different diseases, it needs to know this combination of dis-
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Figure 2.7: Flow chart of firmware implemented in Scanner.
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ease type and sensor type [10, 28]. Moreover, our goal is to use one scanner for different types
of sensors for various bio-signals. Sampling rate varies depending on the type of signal we intend to acquire(temperature, EEG, respiration, EMG, PPG, etc.)[32, 33, 34]. Depending on the
duration signal acquisition (long or short duration), the scanner offers two transmission mode,
online and offline respectively. Again, the S&CC framework does not want to restrict user to
use a specific algorithm from the cloud server, rather it let the user to choose from multiple algorithms for the EoI estimation of the same disease [27]. To meet with this requirement of flexibility of choice and to cope up with future developments of WRAP sensors and algorithms, we
have implemented an ad-hoc handshaking protocol. Here, the request message from the smartphone sends disease type (DT) first, upon acknowledgment of a proper DT from the scanner. (the
scanner uses a lookup table to match the DTs’), the smartphone sends sensor type (ST), which
is again acknowledged by the scanner (uses a ST lookup table). After the ‘ST’ is acknowledged,
time duration (tTW ) for signal acquisition from smartphone is transmitted and acknowledged from
scanner, and subsequently a final ‘OK’ message finishes the handshaking process. The scanner
terminates S1 and goes back to idle state.
For convenience, all the request message except the tTW ms are of two character format, whereas
tTW is of five-digit-format (0 ≤ tTW ≤ 99, 000 ms). For one measurement of temperature event
from temperature sensor a 20 ms scanning burst is requested [10]. Based on Table 1, a 20 ms request for scanning from a temperature WRAP sensor (TP) for Flu/Fever severity prediction will
be as follows: ‘BT, TP, 00020, OK’. There is a 0.5 second time constraint for completion, which
is controlled by the timer T1 for the handshaking state. Scanner enters the scanning state after
successful agreement between the user device and the scanner. Based on message conveyed during handshaking state, scanner enables the booster section, the virtual ground section, and starts
acquiring signal. The scanner stops scanning at time, t = tTW and then disables the booster to save
energy consumed by the power amplifiers (most power hungry unit in scanner, see sub-section
2.5.1).
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Figure 2.8: State transition graph of the scanner that goes through idle (S0 ), handshaking (S1 )
(depicted as shaded region). and scanning (S2 ) state with triggers from user smartphone app Flow
chart of firmware implemented in Scanner.
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Table 2.1: Acronyms used for handshaking message.
DT
Disease Name
Body temperature
Sleep Apnea
COPD
Arrhythmia

2.5

ST
Acronym Sensor
Acronym
name
’BT’
Temperature’TP’
’SA’
Breathing ’BR’
Rate
’PD’
Heart
’HR’
Rate
’AR’
ECG
’EC’
Pulse
’PO’
Oximetry

Results, Application and Analysis

In this section, we present the frequency and time domain responses of two major hardware
blocks of scanner: carrier signal generation and signal acquisition unit. As an example of application of scanner, we tested on temperature WRAP sensor (TP), which is demonstrated on subsection titled as ’Application of scanner on TP sensor’( see sub-section 2.5.1).

2.5.1

Bench tests and results

The bench test results include (1) frequency response of carrier signal generation unit and signal acquisition and processing unit, and (2) application of sinusoidal amplitude modulated signal
on primary coil and analyzing the device output using oscilloscope for characterization.

Frequency response
Fig. 3.8 illustrates the frequency response of the carrier signal generation unit. A WRAP sensor coil was placed under the scanner coil (co-axially aligned with 0.1 cm gap, same as other
tests explained later)during this test, so that the response of only carrier signal generation unit
can be characterized. To carry out this test, a frequency sweep was performed with carrier signal
being generated by the DDS, which is captured by a digital storage oscilloscope (Model: DSOX2024A, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The figure shows maximum gain of 35.8
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Figure 2.9: Frequency response of carrier signal generation unit.
dB at 13.56 MHz, the peak frequency of carrier signal generation unit.

Fig. 3.9 shows the frequency response of signal acquisition unit. To measure the response, an
AC sweep with sinusoidal wave was generated by the waveform generator (Model: DG4062,
RIGOL Technologies, Beijing, China) and fed to the output of envelope detector. Overall gain of
amplifier section of signal acquisition unit was set to unity during the experiment. The low-pass
filter and VGA contribute to this overall gain. The cut-off frequency of low-pass filter is 1.5 kHz.
The reason for this higher bandwidth is that the same scanner can be used on WRAP sensors designed for variety of physiological signals( ECG [0.05-100 Hz], EEG [0.5-40 Hz] and EMG [201500 Hz]), which are currently under research and development process. The cut-off frequency is
mainly dependent on EMG range, as suggested by this literature [35]. This arrangement in hardware design makes the scanner applicable to all future development of WRAP sensors.

Bench test with function generator: Time domain response
In this bench test results, we tested our signal acquisition unit by feeding an amplitude modulated signal ( 14 Vpeak-peak , 13.56 MHz with 100 Hz modulating sinusoid with modulation in-
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Figure 2.10: Frequency response of signal acquisition unit.
dex=100%). Fig. 3.10 shows the bench test performance VGA gain set at unity.
The VGA is tested against different gains programmed by from the microcontroller with a sinusoidal wave ( Vpeak−peak = 100 mV, 100 Hz), generated from function generator, fed in the input
( V f iltered , in Fig. 3.5). The VGA is kept isolated from other parts of signal acquisition unit to test
its individual characteristics. The set gain (Gset ) is calculated using Eq. 2.5 with all possible combination of R f 1 and R f 1 from 0 − 20 kΩ with step size of 0.25 kΩ. The test result of variable gain
amplifier is shown in Fig. 2.12. The gain is measured by the ratio of peak to peak amplitudes of
input to output signal voltage.

Application of scanner for signal acquisition from temperature WRAP sensor
The scope of this paper is focused on design and development of scanner prototype that different types of WRAP sensor designed for different bio-signals. Before going on analysis of application of scanner on temperature WRAP sensor (TP), we intend to familiarize readers with
the functionality of TP sensor. The following paragraph will discuss about the expected response
from a TP sensor in a data acquisition platform (in our case, it is scanner).
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Figure 2.11: (a) Scanner Coil Voltage, (b) Envelope Detector output, (c) Low-pass
filter( fcut−o f f = 1.5 KHz) output and (d) VGA output(gain set to 1).
.

Figure 2.12: Test results of variable gain amplifier with sinusoidal wave fed from function generator. The fitted line shows the ideal trend line for set gain and measured gain.
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Figure 2.13: The schematic of temperature WRAP sensor.
Fig. 2.13 shows the schematic of TP WRAP sensor (Type D), which is used for demonstration of scanner application on WRAP sensors [31]. The TP uses negative temperature coefficient
(NTC) thermistor as resistive transducer (RL , refer to Fig. 3.1 and Eq. 3.1 ) for sensing temperature. The WRAP sensor is fully battery-less and it does not have any power source; rather it uses
the incident wireless (RF) power from the carrier signal transmitted from the scanner.The signal
interaction and power transfer occur by inductive coupling between the coils of the scanner and
WRAP sensor. This TP sensor has a voltage multiplier circuit to support necessary base-emitter
voltage (VBE = 0.6 V - 0.7 V) in transistor Qs . The VBE voltage reaches to this threshold after a
time delay (tdelay ) determined by the time constant dependent on resistor, RNTC (equivalent to RL
in Equation 3.1), whose value that depends on body temperature and a capacitor, CB (0.1 µF). The
expected response due to a certain body temperature can be better explained by the timing diagram as visualized in Fig. 2.14. After scanning request arrives (‘Scan’ signal in Fig. 2.14.), the
generated carrier signal at scanner coil takes some time (ts ) to settle , then depending on the body
temperature, RNTC changes and affects time delay, tdelay . Eq. 2.6 explains how absolute value of
temperature is encoded into tdelay .

tdelay = RNTCCB
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(2.6)

Figure 2.14: Transformation of temperature information in time domain by the scanner from a
WRAP sensor.
The transistor, Qs of WRAP sensor turns on at tQs , where tQs is expressed as the following:

tQs = ts + tdelay + ttransient

(2.7)

The ts to reach VBE = 0.7 V varies as the distance between the two coils changes, where ttransient
is constant, because it depends on the type of transistor we are using for switching purpose. Based
on Eq. 2.7, if the coils are co-axially aligned with a fixed distance between centers of the two
coils, tQs value can indicate us the encoded temperature value. In Fig. 2.14, tQs is the time taken
by transistor Qs to turn on and load the primary coil of the scanner. The top envelope of the carrier signal is the expected temperature response signal.

With the brief explanation of working principle of TP sensor, we can now present the result
of test application of scanner. For these, we tested our scanner in in-vitro and in-vivo setup. In
in-vitro experiment, we created a temperature-controlled environment like our signal acquisition environment. According to Fig. 2.15, the WRAP sensor was kept in touch with heating pad
(Digital Heat Mat with thermostat controller, iPower). The purpose of the heating pad is to maintain a constant temperature. The scanner coil is aligned with WRAP sensor coil at an axial gap of
0.1 cm. Each scan (one temperature measurement data per scan) is requested when the temperature is settled to the target value. We re-validated the temperature by a fiber optic temperature
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Figure 2.15: An in-vitro setup with optic thermometer, scanner, WRAP sensor and temperature
control heating pad.
monitoring system (Model: OPTOCON, Weidmann Technologies Deutschland GmbH, Dresden,
Germany).

We conducted 10 trials at each of following temperatures: 75 °F, 85 °F, and 95 °- 105 °F with
step of 1 °F. Our target temperature is within 95 - 105 °F since human body temperature typically
ranges within 95 °- 105 °F [36]. We can effectively visualize difference in tQs in the graph , but
we included 75 °F and 85 °F to compare the difference between human body and other temperature. The measurement repeatability was evaluated by 10 trials for above mentioned temperature.
In each trial, temperature were increased from 75 °F to 105 °F and decreased to 75 °F from 105
°F and measurement was taken for temperatures as mentioned above .

Fig. 2.16 shows that temperature has an inverse relationship with tQs (due to negative temperature coefficient of thermistor). ADC samples captured by computer are used for this analysis.
These measurements were taken by keeping the two coils co-axially aligned with a vertical distance of 0.1 cm between the coils. The measured tQs demonstrates the distinction between different temperatures, which effectively means a correlation with temperature rather than absolute
reference to temperature. Misalignment between the coils might affect the total tQs duration, but
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Figure 2.16: Temperature vs TQs presentation using boxplots, 10 trials for same measurement is
repeated by following heating and cooling cycle to and from certain temperature.
tdelay is not dependent on misalignment and coupling factor, it depends on RNTC and CB (referring
to Eq. 2.6). However, a complex machine learning algorithm is applied to estimate temperature
[37] from tQs information but it is beyond the scope of this paper. The purpose of this test result
is to demonstrate that the acquired temperature information by scanner are distinguishable and
cor-relatable.

The average of the uncertainty of the measurement (u) is 0.00049. We estimated the average
uncertainty of the measurement by Eq. 2.8, where s is estimated standard deviation and n is number of samples taken. In our case, n=10. Table 3.2 shows the details of measurement.

u=
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s
n

(2.8)

Table 2.2: Measurement uncertainty
Temperature (°F)
95°
96°
97°
98°
99°
100°
101°
102°
103°
104°
105°

TQs (ms)
8.0475
7.9957
7.9300
7.8844
7.8407
7.7518
7.7685
7.6571
7.6208
7.5696
7.4945

s
u
0.0003 0.0001
0.0033 0.0010
0.0007 0.0002
0.0007 0.0002
0.0012 0.0004
0.0002 0.0007
0.0056 0.0017
0.0030 0.0096
0.0005 0.0001
0.0074 0.0002
0.0003 0.0001

Additionally, we calculated RNTC from measured temperature response at temperatures between 95 -105 °F using Eq. 2.6 and 2.7. ts and ttransient were estimated as the time required to
reach 90% of the steady state value. Fig. 2.17 presents the relative error in measurement. The coefficient of determination (R2 score) is 0.998, with relative error within 0.01% of the actual RNTC .

For in-vivo test, the WRAP temperature sensor was placed on the hand while scanner coil was
keeping at 0.1 cm away from the sensor coil as depicted in Fig. 2.18 (a). The visual gap between
scanner coil and sensor might seem eye catching, but it was intentionally demonstrated to portrait
the gap (effectively the gap is 0.1 cm, and the sensor coil is placed beneath the designated chamber accommodated inside the plastic package, it helps to maintain co-axially alignments). The
body temperature was measured 99 ± 0.2 °F (mean ± standard deviation, N = 10 trials) from
the time delay found in the signal captured by the scanner from TP WRAP sensor. As mentioned
elsewhere [28], for temperature measurement, a request of 20 ms scan is enough to find the transition. Fig. 2.18 (b) shows the complete 20 ms duration of a scanning burst. The measured tQs is
7.8 ±0.0002 ms.

An important note to remember is that for temperature measurement, a high capturing rate (30
ksps, by ADC) is used for each scanning burst (one measurement of temperature) to achieve a
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Figure 2.17: (a) The correlation between actual and measured RNTC at temperatures between 95
-105 °F. The coefficient of determination is 0.998. (b) The relative error measurement is within
0.01%.
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Figure 2.18: (a) In-vivo test set up (b) Temperature signal captured at body temperature 99
°F.The visual gap is for demonstration purpose. The actual gap is 0.1 cm, sensor coil is accommodated inside chamber underneath the scanner coil to maintain a fixed distance between coils.
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better time resolution to distinguish between the tdelay ; this rate is acquired experimentally. Note
that this high capturing rate is only for acquiring the time delay response as shown in Fig. 2.14
and it should not be confused with sampling rate of temperature data. The sensor will only be
scanned once the sensor reaches a stable temperature.

Resolution of measurement: Temperature data acquisition case
We performed one-way ANOVA test on our time response measurement at different temperature (95 °-105 °F, with step size 1 °F). The measurement samples are independent and forms
normally distributed population and are homosedastic (standard deviation is ±0.0002 ms). The
P-value= 1.0379 × 10−61 , which is well below the significance level of 0.05. It indicates that the
difference between tQs at 1 °F gap is statistically significant.
Power Analysis: Temperature data acquisition case
Fig. 2.19. shows the current consumption in different state of the scanner with offline transmission mode on. At Idle state, when BT is not connected, the scanner consumes an average of 13.6
mA, where microcontroller consumes 0.5 mA, BT module consumes ≈11 mA and RGB LED
consumes ≈2.1 mA. During scanning (i.e. duration of 20 ms), it consumes an average current
of 690 mA (power amplifier (Fig. 3.4) consumes 675 mA), in other words 45.54 mJ of energy.
This finalized version of scanner demonstrates reduction in energy consumption by 10% during scanning burst (Our previously reported work in progress version consumed 51 mJ per scanning burst) [28]. Summary of energy consumption and major consumers (components/blocks)
throughout different phases of operation are presented in Table 3.3. Total energy consumption
from handshaking state to transmission is 59.29 mJ (average), we kept idle state consumption out
of this calculation because our focus is on the active phases of operation (handshaking, scanning
and transmission) and duration of idle state is user dependent. A 750 mAh Li-Poly battery can
sustain about 3,913 seconds of continuous scanning of temperature data (tTW = 20 ms), which
effectively means a Flue EoI algorithm of smartphone can take 195,652 number of temperature
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Figure 2.19: Current consumption at idle, handshaking and scanning state.
Table 2.3: Energy consumption.
Phases
Handshaking
Scanning
Transmission

Energy (mJ) Consumer
0.07±0.01
BT, LED, µC.
45.54 ±2.5 Amplifiers, BT, LED, µC
13.69 ±0.5 BT,LED,µC.

Note:µC: Micro-controller, BT: Bluetooth module, Amplifiers: see Fig. 3.4.

sample with a fully charged battery of the scanner. Thus, with offline transmission mode, the
scanner collects 600 sample (of 16 bits each) at ADC capture rate of 30 kHz. With a baud rate
of 115.2 kbs, the scanner takes only 83.3 ms in offline transmission mode to transmit all the 600
samples collected within 20 ms of scanning burst. The average current consumption during offline transmission is 49.83 ± 2.5 mA and on average, total energy consumption due to transmission is 13.69 mJ for transmitting in offline transmission mode.

2.6

Discussion

The functional verification of scanner hardware were done in laboratory set up. For demonstration and validation purpose, we used a fixed co-axial distance (0.1 cm) between the scan-
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Figure 2.20: Positioning scanner and TP WRAP sensor for deployment.
ner coil and the WRAP sensor coil. For proper functionality the TP WRAP sensor requires 2
Vpk−pk across it’s coil, which limited our measurement gap within 0.1 cm. Further research on TP
WRAP sensor design may reduce this required voltage. The co-axial alignment were maintained
throughout all the measurements. This fixed gap is achieved by accommodating sensor coil underneath the chamber beneath the scanner coil inside the plastic package. Placing the sensor coil
beneath this chamber aligns the coils co-axially also and maintains alignment during the scanning
duration. Fig. 2.20 illustrates an example of sensor placement beneath the scanner.

The transistor turn on time (tQs ) might vary with the displacement (axial and lateral), but actual
temperature information encoded in tdelay remains unaffected because it is a function RNTC . The
effect of coils misalignment on coupling factor is being investigated by our group, and results on
optimizing the coil design for optimum sensitivity while considering the misalignment factors has
already been published [38, 39, 40, 41]. The optimal coil design found from these research paper
can be incorporated in the scanner prototype design, as the coil section of the scanner is designed
to be replaceable by the new coil design from the work just mentioned above. For demonstration and deployment of scanner, we considered co-axially aligned fixed gap coils. The NTC thermistor (NCP21XV103J03RA, Murata Manufacturing, Kyoto, Japan ) is used in TP WRAP sensor design. This particular thermistor is less vulnerable to the humidity. Based on the datasheet,
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the humidity ( 90-95% RH ) might demonstrate 2% variation in resistance at high temperature
(140 ± 3.6 °F); this temperature is beyond the scope of our target application: body temperature
measurement.

This paper uses transistor turn on time, tQs , to demonstrate whether the scanner can effectively
distinguish between the captured signals at different temperatures with a resolution of 1 °F at
0.00049 uncertainty with 95% confidence interval. Additionally, another researcher in our group
is exploring use of Machine Learning (e.g., using Random Forest) algorithms to estimate tdelay
from tQs considering the effect of misalignment on tQs and estimated the temperature from the
temperature information (tdelay ) from the captured signals using scanner with RMSE = 0.98 and
MAE= 0.59 [37]. The final regression model for estimating overall severity of flu is more complicated, as in addition to the temperature data, the algorithm also considers other symptoms to
predict flu [37].

The research work presented in this paper is focused solely to report the finalized prototype
of the scanner that is needed to acquire signal from WRAP sensor. Estimation of correct body
temperature from the measurement reported here is not the primary goal of this paper, rather we
used temperature WRAP sensor to demonstrate the accuracy of measurement by the scanner prototype. The WRAP sensor is a new technology; researchers are continuously working on new
type of sensor for different physiological signals. Our research group is now working on respiration, ECG, EEG and EMG WRAP sensors design. Primarily, they are focusing on realizing the
concept of using the source-drain resistance of MOSFET as the resistive transducer for acquiring
signal of the aforementioned type of bio-potential signals. As the concept of wireless resistive
sensors depends on exploiting the resistive nature of transducer, the presented prototype of the
scanner is expected to work on every future development of new WRAP sensors.
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2.7

Conclusion

This paper presents a wireless portable scanner device for analog signal collection from WRAP
sensors. The scanner transmits enough power through carrier wave using inductive coupling to
the zero-power WRAP sensors. The battery powered scanner has the potential to work with any
future development or changes made on WRAP sensors. The device is programmable, lightweight
and portable. The complete hardware design and firmware is made open-source and is available
to public through this Github repository (https://github.com/zamansabbir/SCC-Health).
In this paper, we presented the performance characteristics of the scanner. It was also validated
by bench tests (using amplitude modulated signal from signal generator), in-vitro tests (using
controllable temperature using heat-pad, akin to human body environment), and in-vivo tests (using the scanner and WRAP sensor placed on human body). The results obtained on these tests
validates functionality of the working scanner which was deployed in Living Labs during 20182019 for real-time data collection.
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Chapter 3
A Novel Method to Objectively Estimate
Data Reliability Metric (DReM) of ECG
Signals From Data Statistics Itself
3.1

Introduction

Traditional mobile health (mHealth) technology leverages users’ smartphones to provide important health related capabilities including active sensing, diagnosis, monitoring, and intervention. Furthermore, the new technology of Smart health (sHealth) incorporates mHealth aspects
and extends it to beyond the users and direct stakeholders to community, society, and beyond in
spatiotemporal domains. The underlying technology integrates existing and emerging wearables
along with Internet-of-Thing (IoT), 5-G wireless, and smart infrastructures coupled with artificially intelligent (AI) algorithms using edge-, fog-, and cloud-computing to process the continuously collected data in real-time for actionable decision makings with high degree of accuracy
and reliability. This allows monitoring of diseases passively and continuously by automatic processing of streaming data using AI. However, there is a fundamental problem of quality of data
gurantee for AI decision making, as false possitvies or false negatives might be detrimental to this
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technology adoption. As data on this framework is collected in unsupervised settings, automous
detection of data quality must be incorporated.

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the reliable bio-signals used to find out vital information
about the cardiovascular system of patients. There has been a significant increase in cardiovascular diseases in the past few years, especially for the senior citizens of the world. Additionally,
continuous monitoring of ECG is proven to be crucial in the instant detection of pathological
conditions and arrhythmia [1]. For continuous monitoring purposes, the ECG signal acquisition
system suffers from potential false alarm triggering due to low signal quality as ECG is vulnerable to noise and motion artifacts. Sometimes during patient monitoring in the intensive care unit
(ICU), noise and artifacts become the source of false patient alarms and disrupts in patient care
[2]. This results in increased stress and a reduced amount of sleep for both patients and caregivers. Sometimes, these false alarms incur alarm fatigue which influences the caregivers with
delayed response time to a true critical event or an episode of the physical condition [3, 4].

In a patient-monitoring system, sensors are used for signal acquisition, and then complex signal processing techniques are used for signal conditioning, and later more complex algorithms
(in most cases machine learning-based approaches) are applied to determine physiological conditions and to decide about the patient’s health condition. Alarms are triggered, depending on
the physiological state of patients, to alert the caregivers to respond accordingly. Some alarms
may require immediate response, some can be attended with a considerable delay. A recent study
shows 88.8% of alarms triggered by patient monitors for arrhythmia were found to be false alarms
[2].

Significant research works have been conducted on solving the signal quality issues. For instance, PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2011 aimed to develop an efficient classification algorithm to help people, with almost no technical know-how, collecting diagnostically useful ECG recording using a mobile phone in a near real-time setting [5]. For quality as46

sessment, they focused on the three classes: acceptable, indeterminate, and unacceptable. Zaunseder et.al. focused spectral features with ensemble tree classifier models to solve this particular challenge[6] and obtained an accuracy of 90.4%. Another researcher focused on conditional
decision making algorithms based on checking six frequency and time domain features with their
respective thresholds to classify the signals with an accuracy score of 85.7% [7]. Clifford et.al.
used spectral energy distribution, higher-order moments and inter-channel and inter-algorithm
agreement and achieved final test accuracy of 94.0% using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) artificial neural network.

Artifact detection can also be used as signal quality classification. In 2013, a comprehensive
review was published on artifact detection algorithms where authors compared 80 algorithms and
concluded that almost all the efforts made to address artifact detection, are specific to a particular
clinical setting [8]. Because of this drawback, researchers are trying to focus on data reliability from the data statistics itself; this approach can help to come up with algorithms that are not
dependent on any specific clinical setting. In 2015, Orphanidou et al. tried to generalize signal
quality classification on ECG and photoplethysmogram (PPG) both, used heart rate and template
matching correlation coefficient achieved sensitivities and specificities of 94% and 97% for the
ECG and 91% and 95% for the PPG respectively. We have previously reported the concept of
Data Reliability Metric (DReM) to effectively classify the signal quality of ECG and PPG signal [9]. We proposed three statistical metrics to classify ECG and PPG signal segments with an
99.7% accuracy.

Another approach on ECG signal quality analysis is to use Signal Quality Index (SQI) determined from a comparison of different popular ECG beat detector algorithms with higher-order
statistical features and frequency domain information to form a robust feature set. In 2008, Li et
al. [13] proposed four SQIs’: (1) bSQI: comparison of two beat-detectors on a single ECG lead,
(2) kSQI: evaluation of the kurtosis (randomness) of ECG episode, (3) iSQI: comparison of the
same beat detector on different ECG leads, and (4) sSQI: calculating the spectral distribution of
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ECG episode within a certain physiological frequency band. In 2018, an article published where
Liu et al. generalized the two QRS detector-based bSQI to multiple QRS detector-based bSQI
and generalized the concept with the term GbSQI [10].

However, The metric, bSQI, heavily relies on the used QRS detectors. bSQI itself uses two
common QRS detectors: ep-limited and wqrs [11, 12]. If one QRS detector misses one or more
beats (due to low QRS amplitudes) or registers extra beats (due to artifact or high amplitude T
waves), bSQI will fail to give a good signal quality estimation [13]. Apandi et al. discussed the
effects on the performance of beat detection algorithms with different noise levels (SNR), showed
how positive predictivity and sensitivity of beat detection algorithms decreased [14].

To the best of our knowledge, almost all the efforts found in the literature are classification
problem, here we propose to estimate the quality of the signal in regression scale. Estimating
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) can be an option to explore, since SNR describes the strength of
the expected signal. However, expressing the signal quality on a continuous scale between 0.01.0 (similar to probability) is more meaningful and intuitive in applications. The visual signal
quality does not change much after a certain maximum or minimum value of SNR, even though
we can theoretically calculate SNR beyond that range. There are few works of literature available
that use [-20 dB, +20 dB] range for assessing ECG signals for their analysis [15, 16]. However,
for good quality ECG, D’Aloia et al. tested the noise effects on peak detection algorithms and
mentioned that they achieved 96.91 % positive prediction rate and 98.13% sensitivity for ECG
with SNR= 6 dB with minimal interference from noise and artifacts[16]. Even if we consider
quantitatively, for +20 dB SNR, the signal becomes ten times stronger than the inherent noise.
Moreover, the trained ECG signal inspection experts rely on the visual quality of the signal when
they diagnose or analyze the ECG signal.

The aim of this paper is to develop an automated prediction system to estimate the Data Reliability Metric (DReM), in other words, the signal quality score. We choose cross-correlation as
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our DReM or Signal quality metric, where cross-correlation z of two arrays x and y is defined by
equation 1.
l=||x||

z [k] = (x ~ y) (k − N + 1) =

∑

xl ~ yl−k+N−1

(3.1)

l=0

For k = 0, 1, ... kxk + kyk − 2. Where kxk is the length of x, N = max(kxk , kyk) and ym is 0 when
m is outside the range of y.

The maximum cross-correlation value between a noise-contaminated ECG signal and standard
reference clean ECG signal seems a good fit for our signal quality score/DReM since the value is
within the range of 0.0 - 1.0. The noise-contaminated ECG signals of different SNR levels can be
linearly mapped to a corresponding cross-correlation value.

The proposed DReM value quantifies the ECG signal quality of -20 dB or less as 0.0 (poor
quality), whereas any ECG signal of strength greater than +20 dB is quantified as 1.0 (highest
quality) and an ECG signal with strength between (−20dB ≤ SNR ≤ +20dB) is quantified as
a real number between 0.0 and 1.0. Again, a DReM value of 0.5 means, quality-wise, the ECG
signal is halfway from the most reliable ECG signal or in other words signal quality is 50%. We
believe, quantifying ECG signal-strength on this continuous scale provides more meaningful context to any machine learning algorithm that uses ECG signal to monitor the patient. A real time
example can be a situation where the absence of ECG signal , due to electrodes malfunction,
might trigger a death alarm by a real-time monitoring application but with the information of
DReM (in this case DReM= 0, absence of ECG signal), the application can have a more meaningful context of the situation to realize the scenario and thus decide whether to trigger the alarm
or not based on the data reliability metric information. We believe, the DReM can help to improve the reliability of any real-time patient monitoring application.
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3.2

Noise/Artifacts of ECG

An ECG signal can be corrupted by different sources of noise, having different characteristics. The origin of some of the sources is stationary while others are non-stationary in nature. The
presence of these noise sources and their ratio to signal is random and hard to predict over time
[17, 18]. The main sources of noise and artifacts in ECG signals are:
• Base Line Wander (BLW)
• Muscle Artifact (MA)
• Electrode Motion Artifact (EMA)
• Power Line interference

The most commonly analyzed source of noises and artifacts are the first three types and their
combined effects on ECG [14, 16, 19]. In our study, we summarized our analysis on three common noise and artifacts of ECG signals. We did not consider power line noise because of its less
random nature and can be filtered easily by digital or analog band-stop filter. We rather focused
on the BLW, MA and EMA. The aim of this paper is to predict the DReM of ECG signal, in other
words, maximum cross-correlation value (represents the signal quality quantitatively).

The time and frequency domain characteristics of ECG signals as affected by the artifacts in
comparison to clean ECG. The BLW could be due to the subject’s respiration movements and
loose or dry electrode-skin contact and skin impedance [20]. Generally speaking, the frequency
band of the BLW is below 1 Hz but during physical exercise or rapid physical movements, the
frequency of the BLW in ECG recording may follow the increasing rate of breathing. The MA
generally appears during rapid body movement due to the electrical activity of muscles and frequency ranges between 20-1000 Hz [21]. For EMA, the electrode motion is responsible for its
generation and have similar frequency components as the ECG signal that ranges from 1 Hz to 15
Hz [22]. The presence of these artifacts may lead to incorrect QRS complex and hence can cause
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the wrong diagnosis of arrhythmias and false alarm during the monitoring process. In our analysis, we intentionally left power line interference noise out since almost all the ECG acquisition
devices use hardware-based filters to cancel out this type of noise.

3.3
3.3.1

Materials, Methods
Ambulatory ECG data-set for simulating noise contaminated ECG
signal

Two databases of ambulatory ECG signals were used in our data reliability analysis to generate
the noise-contaminated ECG signals: (a) PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2011
database (set A only) and (b) The MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database. For reference purpose, we
would use Group 1 and Group 2 to represent our simulated noise-contaminated data-sets from
Physionet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2011 database and the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia
database respectively. As discussed in the corresponding paper published in 2011, Group 1 has
three categories of signal qualities available: acceptable, indeterminate, and unacceptable [5]. We
considered only the acceptable category from Group 1 that consists of 773 records, each with 10
seconds duration of twelve-lead ECGs with a sampling rate of 500 Hz as our standard reference
to clean ECG signals. Group 2 consists of 48 recordings of ECG signals that include both arrhythmic and normal beats, each with a 30-minute duration with a sampling rate of 360 Hz [23].
We used Group 1 for training (80% of noise-contaminated ECG signals) and cross-validation
(20% of training) of our proposed machine learning models. The rest of Group 1 and complete
Group 2 was for testing purpose.

In our final stage of testing, we provided another set (set A1, A2 and A3) of noise-contaminated
signals (each sets consist of 100 randomly selected noise-contaminated simulated ECG signals to
three independent annotators who have expertise in cardiac signal to label them on a scale of 0100, which is then normalized to 0.0-1.0 scale to match with our target signal quality score. For
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reference purposes, we will refer it as annotated set (set ’A1’, ’A2’ and ’A3’). The independent
annotation by human experts serves the goal to test how our model performance is in agreement
with their opinion. In our analysis, the noise-contaminated ECG segments of training and testing sets were of 10-second duration. The result and analysis section contains the details of our
findings.

3.3.2

Simulated noise-contaminated ECG signal generation

The simulated noise-contaminated ECG signal was used to generate noisy ECG signals of different SNR from -20dB to +20 dB. The reason behind this choice of SNR range was discussed in
the section titled as ‘Introduction’. For our analysis purpose, we used BLW, EMA, and MA noise
source from MIT-BIH Noise Stress Test Database[19]. The acceptable signals from Group 1 are
further pre-processed using wavelet based de-noising techniques (mother wavelet= Daubechies,
order= 8) [24]; this pre-processing technique is performed to make sure the original acceptable
ECG signals are clean, free of any noise before we contaminate them. We will contaminate these
clean ECG signals with noise sources. The noise sources were directly used to the aforementioned clean ECG signals (Group 1 and Group 2) to generate noise-contaminated ECG signal of
different SNR between the above mentioned range with a step of 0.1 dB, where SNR is calculated using the formula mentioned in equation 2.

SNR = 10 log10 (

Psignal
)
2
a × Pnoise

(3.2)

Where Psignal denotes the power of clean ECG signal and Pnoise denotes the power of noise (original noise source power) and a refers to scale factor. To obtain a desired SNR level from given
Psignal and Pnoise , the noise generation algorithm solves for a such that SNR matches the level
specified. We used the WFDB software package offered by Physionet to generate our simulated
noise-contaminated ECG signals. The noise stress test for ECG analysis programs (nst) available
in the WFDB package, measures Psignal as a function of QRS complex and Pnoise is the square of
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Figure 3.1: Process of generation of noise-contaminated ECG signal with target SNR.
Root Mean Square (RMS) estimate of noise amplitude. Documentation of ’nst’ function details
is available online (https://www.physionet.org/physiotools/wag/nst-1.htm). Fig. 3.1 is
a representation of noise-contaminated ECG signals generation method for a target SNR. Clean
ECG signals were mixed to target noise & artifacts (BLW, MA, EMA separately and combined
BLW + MA + EMA) to generate simulated noise-contaminated ECG signal of target SNR.

Fig. 3.2 shows few example of the simulated noisy ECG signals. Four types of simulated noisecontaminated ECG signals (−20dB ≤ SNR ≤ +20dB) were generated for our analysis:
• Noisy ECG signal with BLW noise
• Noisy ECG signal with MA
• Noisy ECG signal with EMA
• Noisy ECG signal with these three noise and artifacts combined
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Figure 3.2: Example of simulated ECG signals that contain noise with signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) -20, 0, +20 dB: (a) ECG signal with BLW; (b) ECG signal with MA; (c) ECG signal with
EMA and (d) ECG signal with all 3 noises and artifacts (N&A), i.e. BLW+MA+EMA
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3.3.3

Mapping SNR to DReM: Corresponding Cross-Correlation Value

The paper aims to predict DReM that expresses the signal quality on a scale of 0.0-1.0. We
assume, expressing signal reliability/quality on a continuous scale is more meaningful and helpful than a simple classification result. Machine learning-based disease or episode detection algorithms can use this information as context to decide on its final decision. We have varieties
of choice about DReM to choose from, statistical metrics like Anderson-Darlington Test statistic, F-statistic, T-statistic, Cross-Correlation, etc. We selected cross-correlation to measure the
similarity between two time-series (a clean ECG signal and the noise-contaminated ECG signal). ‘Correlate’ function from python scipy.signal package is used for the purpose. The crosscorrelation function is the correlation between the observations of two time-series xt (clean ECG)
and yt (Noise contaminated ECG signal), separated by k time units (the correlation between yt+k
and xt ). We find the maximum correlation value (Xcorrelation−max ) from the returned vector, since
maximum value represents the maximum resemblance between the signals.

In our mapping process from SNR to Xcorrelation−max , we calculated Xcorrelation−max for all the
records under training and testing (Group 1 and Group 2) between the noisy signal and the corresponding clean ECG signal. Finally, we have 4 sets of Xcorrelation−max values that refer to ECG
signals with BLW, MA, EMA and the combined noise respectively. Since we are planning to
come up with one Xcorrelation−max value for each SNR value, we tried the curve fitting method
to formulate a mathematical function to map SNR to Xcorrelation−max value. Out of all the curve
fitting functions we tried, Sigmoid and Polynomial fit (Order=6) turned out to be closer fit to the
mapping function we were searching for and we selected the Sigmoid function as our best fit (refer to Fig. 3.3). We used R2 score to determine the best fit. Table 1 shows mapping with the Sigmoid function achieves higher R2 scores than Polynomials. Equation 3 shows the definition of the
Sigmoid function we used. The shape of the Sigmoid function visually resembles the case where
quality of signal changes with SNR for a certain range and saturates to maximum or minimum
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Table 3.1: Finding the best fit function to convert SNR to Xcorrelation−max .
Coefficient of determination: R2

Best Fit

BLW

MA

EMA

Combined

Sigmoid

0.9989

0.9997

0.9989

0.9995

Polynomial

0.9943

0.9950

0.9931

0.9942

Figure 3.3: A Sigmoid function best fits the cross-correlation vs SNR for 4 types noisecontaminated ECG signals.
point (1.0 or 0.0) after that range.

Sigmoid, S =

3.3.4

0.9391
1 + e−0.1850(SNR+4.5163)

+ 0.0647

(3.3)

Feature Extraction

We used Time Series Feature Extraction Library (TSFEL) to extract features from our noisecontaminated ECG signals [25]. TSFEL extracts over 60 features from the statistical, temporal,
and spectral domains of the time series, in our case noisy ECG signal. Few of the features is ac56

tually a vector of features, for example, ‘fft mean coeff’ computes the mean value of each spectrogram frequency. We considered each element of those vectors as a distinct feature. In total,
we extracted 393 features from our simulated noise-contaminated ECG signals. A detailed description of features can be found online in this link (https://tsfel.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/).

3.3.5

Feature Selection

As our earlier stage of the investigation, we analyzed BLW, MA, EMA, and combined noisecontaminated ECG signals separately and finally tried to generalize combined noise-contaminated
ECG signal to see how it performs with annotated set ’A1’, ’A2’, and ’A3’. In our feature selection process, we first sorted the 393 features according to mutual information (MI) score, where
MI is defined as a non-negative value between two continuous random variables, which estimates
the dependency between the variables [26]. Later we performed cross-validation on the sorted
feature set (descending order according to MI score) to find out minimum number of features we
need for our analysis. For cross-validation we kept three statistical metrics in mind: Coefficient
of determination R2 score, Root mean square error (RMSE) and Mean absolute error (MAE).
Here are the brief descriptions of the metrics we used:
• R2 : It is a metric that estimates how well observed outcomes are replicated by the model,
based on the proportion of total variation of outcomes explained by the model. In the best
case, the modeled values exactly match the observed values R2 = 1. A baseline model,
which always predicts ȳ, will have R2 = 0. Models that have worse predictions than this
baseline will have a negative R2 .
• RMSE: It measures the square root of the second sample moment of the differences between predicted values and observed values or the quadratic mean of these differences.
RMSE is always non-negative, and a value of 0 (rarely obtained in practice) would indicate
a perfect fit for the data.
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Table 3.2: Finding minimum number of top feature using R2 score.
Number of Top features
1
2
3
4∗
5
10
20
30
40

Coefficient of determination: R2
Training

Cross-validating

0.8087
0.8447
0.9662
0.9845
0.9799
0.9814
0.9613
0.9734
0.5760

0.78085
0.7848
0.9598
0.9765
0.9002
0.9605
0.9512
0.9373
0.5599

• MAE: It estimates errors between paired observations expressing the same phenomenon.

Fig. 3.4 shows the cross-validation performance using Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) for Regression Algorithm, we showed the graph for the top 40 features out of 393 features, since the
rest of the features have MI score less than 0.50. The reason for the filtering out the rest of the
features is to draw our focus on the minimum number of features required for our analysis. Based
on the cross-validation performance, the top 4 features shows the least error for MAE and RMSE.
We achieved highest R2 score (0.9845 and 0.9765 for training and cross-validation set respectively) for the top 4 features (Table 3.2). Finally our selected top four features for estimating
DReM are: 5th Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), Wavelet entropy, 1st MFCC and
Spectral entropy.

3.4
3.4.1

Performance evaluation
Finding the best model

Choosing the best regression algorithm is the most significant stage of our DReM estimation process. We cannot efficiently identify the most effective model for DReM estimation algorithm without a full conceptual comprehension of each algorithm. To select the best classifier,
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Figure 3.4: Cross-validation performance (cv=5) on training data-set (Group 1) to find the minimum number of top ranked features from the feature space. Top 4 features shows minimum error
(MAE and RMSE) margin for training and cross-validating set both(’*’ denoted). Result of top
40 features are displayed here since we intended to minimize the number of features for the final
machine learning model and extending beyond might make the figure look busy.
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we tested several machine learning algorithms namely: Support Vector Regression (SVR), Lasso
Regression (Lasso), and Multi-layer Perceptron regressor (MLP) Model. We used the grid search
method to find the optimum hyper-parameters of each model.
• SVR: In the field of machine learning, SVR is regarded as one of the most efficient and
effective learning algorithms and has been used as an effective model in prediction and estimation algorithms. SVR offers us the flexibility to define the amount of error that is acceptable in our model and will find an appropriate line or hyperplane to fit the data-set. The
parameter grid used for grid search to find the optimum parameter setting is following:
kernel=[’linear’, ’poly’, ’rbf’, ’sigmoid’]; degree (D)=[3, 4, 5]; tolerance (tol) = [1e−4 ), 5e−4 , 10e−4 ];
epsilon(ε)= [0.1, 0.01, 0.001]; C= [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
• LASSO: The Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator or LASSO regression is a
regularization technique that uses L1 regularization. It is used over regression methods for
a more accurate estimation. This model uses shrinkage where data values are shrunk towards a central point (mean). The LASSO procedure incorporates simple, sparse models
(i.e. models with a fewer number of parameters). The grid considered for parameter optimization is following:
alpha(α)=[n × 1e−5 , n × 1e−4 , n × 1e−3 , n × 1e−2 , n × 1e−1 , 1]; where n= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; tolerance (tol)= [1e−4 , 5e−4 , 10e−4 ]; selection=’random’.
• MLP: MLP is a feed-forward neural network. The units are arranged into a set of layers
where every layer contains some number of identical units. Each of the units in each layer
is connected to every unit in the next layer, this property makes the model a fully connected
network. The first layer is the input layer, the middle layers are known as hidden layers
and the last layer is the output layer. We used two hidden layers for our model and let grid
search find the optimum parameter setting. Here is the grid considered for grid search:
hidden layer sizes = [[1-4],[0-4]] ; max iteration = [10000].
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Table 3.3: Optimum parameter for the model.
Model

Combination

SVR

C=1.0, D=3, ε=0.001, kernel=’poly’,
tol=0.0001

LASSO α=0.0001, selection=’cyclic’, tol=0.01
MLP

activation=’relu’, α= 0.0001, β1 =0.9,
ε= 1e−08 , hidden layer sizes = (3, 1),
β2 = 0.999, tol=0.0001
Table 3.4: R2 score of the 3 models.
Model

R2 score

LASSO*
MLP
SVR

0.9955
0.2431
0.9900

Table 3 shows the best parameter selected for each model after the grid search mechanism.
With optimum parameter of the three regression algorithms, we compared their performance on
cross-validation set (20% of training set: Group 1) using the the three metrics we defined already:
MAE, RMSE and R2 . Fig. 3.5 shows the comparison between the three optimum models. Since
lesser the MAE and RMSE, the better the performance of the model is, hence LASSO model
performs best (MAE = 0.0202, RMSE = 0.0274). Table 3.4. represents R2 score on the crossvalidation set. For R2 score, the closer the R2 score gets to 1, the better model is. Hence, Lasso
model is our final choice. .

3.4.2

Learning curve

Fig. 3.6 is the learning curve for the LASSO model. We used Mean Square Error (MSE) to
represent the score. A good fit is the goal of the learning algorithm and exists between an overfit
and underfit model. A good fit is recognized by a training and validation loss that decreases to
a point of stability with a minimal gap between the two final loss values. The plot of validation
MSE decreases to a point of stability after the 1700 training samples and has a small gap with the
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Figure 3.5: Finding the best regression model from 3 models: Multilayer perceptron, Support
Vector, and LASSO Regression (LASSO). LASSO regression model shows least amount of Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) = 0.0202, and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) = 0.0274.
training loss.

3.4.3

Test Performance

Finally, we tested our model on our test set; a note to remember is that this test set was kept
completely separated from our training set. Fig. 3.7 shows the performance of the LASSO model
on our test set. The plot shows an excellent correlation between predicted DReM vs true DReM
value. True DReM of the test set is calculated using equation 3.3 from original SNR values of
noise-contaminated ECG signals. Predicted DReM is the estimation of DReM using our LASSO
model. The R2 value (0.9961) shows an excellent agreement between true and predicted DReM.

3.4.4

Test Performance on the annotated set from the expert

We finally checked the performance of the best DReM predictor model (LASSO) against three
experts’ (later referred as ’Annotator 1’, ’Annotator 2’, and ’Annotator 3’) opinion. Our under62

Figure 3.6: Learning Curve of LASSO Regression Model.

Figure 3.7: Performance of LASSO model on test set. The fitted line shows an R2 value of
0.9961.
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Table 3.5: Coefficient of determination (R2 ) between Annotators opinion vs prediction of LASSO
model
Set

A1

A2

A3

Actual

1
2
3

0.1670
-0.3321
-0.4568

0.8339
0.6647
0.5885

0.9037
0.61251
0.92237

0.8685
0.8685
0.8685

standing is that the individual judgment of each opinion differs from each other and their judgment was independent of each other. We created three sets of noisy signals (each contains 100
randomly selected noise levels, in other words with different DReM values) organized in randomly manner so that the order of appearance of signal levels does not bias the judges to a specific DReM value. Table 3.5 shows the R2 value between the predicted DReM of LASSO model
and different Annotator opinion. For set A1, A2 and A3, Annotator 1 shows an interesting judgment over different levels of DReM, as the range of DReM does not go beyond 0.7 and saturates
to this value for all other DReMs’ that are above. Annotator 2 and 3s’ judgments show a good
uniform spread over the whole range of DReM. Annotator 2 judgment agrees on lower values of
DReM (≤ 0.3) and higher values (≥ 0.8), the R2 value between Annotator 2 and the Lasso Regression model is 0.8339, 0.6647 and 0.5885 for set A1, A2 and A3 respectively. Annotator 3
also shows a uniform spread of judgment for different noise level and the corresponding judgment agrees to the prediction of LASSO model with R2 value of 0.9037, 0.61251 and 0.92237 for
set A1, A2 and A3 respectively. Overall, the actual DReM vs predicted DReM shows an average
of 0.8685 for the three sets and Annotator 3’s opinion agrees more closely to the predicted DReM
by the LASSO model.
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Figure 3.8: Annotator’s judgment vs Lasso Models prediction for set A1

Figure 3.9: Annotator’s judgment vs Lasso Models prediction for set A2
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Figure 3.10: Annotator’s judgment vs Lasso Models prediction for set A3

3.5

Discussion

Predicting a signal quality or data reliability score (continuous range) of ECG signals quantitatively and accurately has been difficult to achieve. SNR can conceptually help to quantify the
quality of the signal; however, estimating SNR requires detection of signal and noise strength and
the detection methods (signal processing, conditioning, and filtering mechanism) vary based on
the type of noise associated with the signals. Current literature available investigated classification of signal in terms of ’Acceptable’ and ’Unacceptable’ classes but there is a lack of noisetype-independent study that estimates the reliability of signal. Furthermore, estimating the data
reliability in scale of 0.0-1.0 (DReM) is more sensible (both quantitatively and qualitatively) to
the end-user or application. In this study, a new methodology is proposed, developed and tested
to estimate the DReM of ECG signal.

In our feature selection, we initially started with 393 features in our feature space and finally
reduced the size of features to four. Our feature selection process used MI score to sort out the
ranking of informative features. Additionally, we calculated MAE, RMSE, and R2 value with
cross-validation on the sorted feature set and we showed that reducing the number features to 4
yields a good cross-validation performance (MAE=0.0422 , RMSE= 0.0611, R2 = 0.9765).
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We rigorously fine-tuned the parameter of the regressor models (MLP, SVR and LASSO) using
grid search methods and presented the optimum parameters chosen for each model in Table 3.3.
We found LASSO model as the best model for predicting the DReM of ECG signals by measuring MAE and RMSE of prediction on cross-validation set. LASSO model shows least amount of
MAE (0.0202) and RMSE (0.0274). The final LASSO model is further tested on the completely
unknown (to the trained model) test set of ECG signals and our LASSO regression model shows
MAE= 0.00836 and RMSE= 0.01033. Eventually, we tested our model on three new sets of ECG
signals with different DReM values against the judgment of three independent experts. We understand that independent opinions on data reliability value differs among the experts since they
have their decision making points (i.e. R peaks visibility, PQRST peaks visibility, heart rate predictability, etc.) to judge the reliability of ECG, hence we found different R2 value of predicted
value vs the judged value. Overall, Annotator 3s’ judgment agrees (R2 : 0.9037, 0.61251 and
0.92237 for set A1, A2 and A3 respectively ) closely to prediction by our model. These figures
3.8-3.10 also depict existence of annotator bias in judgment process which is typical in subjective
assessments, and can be eliminated with our proposed objective DReM metric.

3.6

Conclusion

This paper aims to estimate the data reliability of ECG signals on continuous scale of 0.0 -1.0.
Literature available on ECG signal quality are mostly classification based analysis. The continuous scale DReM gives more quantitative context to ECG signal quality assessment and we believe that DReM value is more informative than classification based analysis and it is more meaningful and contextual to the end-user of application. The main focus of this paper is to find the
minimum number of features to estimate the DReM and to provide noise type (BLW, EMA, and
MA) independent mechanism to estimate the reliability of the ECG signals.The proposed method
for objective DReM estimation was validated with simulated datasets and 3 annotators with subjective assessments.
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Chapter 4
Improving Accuracy of Beat-wise
Classification of ECG using Concatenated
Machine Learning Algorithms
4.1

Introduction

The heart is a muscle that pumps blood throughout the body in a rhythmic manner and the
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal represents this cardiac rhythm or pattern. An ECG signal consists of heartbeats and any irregularity in a single heartbeat or a set of heartbeats generally indicates the presence of arrhythmia. The detection of normal heartbeats and the ones composing arrhythmia are widely researched topics[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The heartbeats that produce any kind
of alteration in morphology or wave frequency are usually identified by ECG examination. The
process of arrhythmia identification can be difficult at times for a cardiologist, because sometimes
it is necessary to analyze individual heartbeat of long ECG records (over several days) acquired
by holter monitor. Moreover, human error due to fatigue can affect the reliability of arrhythmia
detection [9].
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A fully automatic system for arrhythmia classification from ECG signals require four important steps: (1) preprocessing of raw ECG signals, i.e. denoising and conditioning ; (2) segmentation of heartbeat; (3) extraction of features; and (4) classification of beats. The first two steps of
a such classification system (ECG signal preprocessing and heartbeat segmentation) have been
vastly researched in the literature [2–6]. The techniques employed during the preprocessing step
unequivocally affect the final results, and hence, should be carefully chosen. The results related
to the heartbeat segmentation step, in the case of QRS (three important peaks: Q, R and S seen on
typical ECG; an example can be found on Fig. 4.3) detection, is very close to optimal. However,
there is still scope for exploration and improvements in the steps related to classification (feature
extraction and learning algorithms).

In the past few years, researchers put significant efforts into automatic heartbeat classification
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14] where they used a variety of features to represent ECG records and classification algorithms. Typically feature set includes ECG morphology-based features (including
Karhunen-Loeve expansion of morphology), heartbeat interval-related features, frequency-based
features. For classifiers, investigators explored linear discriminant [14], neural networks [13,
15], self-organizing maps and networks [16, 17].The overall efforts found in the literature can
be grouped into two categories, namely, “intra-patient” and “inter-patient”. In the intra-patient
paradigm, the data sets are divided into training and testing subsets based on the ECG beat labels,
which might cause an ECG recording to partly appear in both data sets: training and testing set.
This paradigm is often blamed for producing over-optimistic results because the classification
performance declines during clinical practice due to inter-patient variation. For more practical
situations, it was necessary to adapt to this variation problem and explore the generalization capability of these ECG classification algorithms. Later, in 2004, de Chazal et al. came up with the
idea of inter-patient paradigm where the training (data set 1 (DS1)) and testing sets (data set 2
(DS2)) were chosen from separate ECG recordings and this paradigm took inter-patient variation
into account. This concept was later adopted by other researchers in the field to evaluate the clas-
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sification performance on the MIT-BIH arrhythmia data set [12, 13, 18, 19, 20]. In their paper, de
Chazal et al. suggested to use DS1 as training set and DS2 set for testing, which makes the classification task a significantly difficult problem and it results in poor classification performance.
They concluded that classification results suffered more in detecting minority classes i.e. ventricular ectopic beat (VEB), supraventricular ectopic beat (SVEB).

In order to improve the classification performance on VEB and SVEB identification, Hu et
al. proposed a customized algorithm with a combination of the local and global classifier using
a mixture of experts (MOE) approach [21]. The final MOE classifier achieved 94.0% accuracy
in differentiating between VEB from non-VEBs. Later, in 2000, Lagerholm et al. published a
method for clustering ECG heartbeats into 25 clusters and successfully concluded that an average
98.5% of the heartbeats in any one cluster were from same class.

Lagerholm et al. described a new strategy for clustering ECG heartbeats from a recording into
25 clusters and determined that on average 98.5% of the heartbeats in any one cluster were from
the same heartbeat class, in other words, 98.5% is the accuracy of their method [22]. Despite recommendation on reporting performance by Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI),
only the works mentioned above ([21, 22]) have utilized these standards.

Despite standards recommended for reporting performance results of cardiac rhythm algorithms by the AAMI there are a limited number of researches that have utilized these standards
[13, 18, 23, 24, 25]. This makes it very difficult to assess the relative merits of the different algorithms. The AAMI standards are adopted in this study and our results have been compared to
those of [11] and [12]. There are other investigations that were done on inter-patient paradigm
concept, which we will compare later in this paper since they have the latest results which are
done in recent years and have relatively better performance on distinguishing between the minority classes (SVEB and VEB)[12, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30].
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In this paper, we present a novel methodology that uses two concatenated classifiers to effectively improve the classification performance of algorithms that can distinguish between SVEB
and VEB at a higher positive predictive value (as defined in Eq. 4.1) and sensitivity (as defined
in Eq. 4.2) and F-1 score (a performance metric calculated from positive predictive value and
sensitivity and defined in as defined in Eq. 4.3). The first classifier in this methods separates normal (N) beats from ectopic (SVEB and VEB) and finally, another classifier model distinguishes
between SVEB and VEB. In both cases, we used Decision Tree Classifier. Instead of classifying three crucial classes (N, VEB and SVEB) in one go, we grouped the classes (N, SVEB and
VEB) two binary categories (N vs ectopic and SVEB vs VEB) and we find that our methodology
demonstrates significant performance improvement for the minority classes and we present our
comparison of the performance metric in section 4.4. In this paper, we tried to avoid morphological distortion induced by indiscriminate application of ECG signal processing filters, which we
discuss in section 4.3.

4.2

ECG Data

In this study, we used data from MIT-BIH arrhythmia (MIT-BIH-AR) database [20]. There
are 48 recordings recorded at 360 Hz for approximately 30 minutes of 47 patients (recording 201
and 202 are from the same patient). Out of 48 recordings, 23 of them were collected from routine
ambulatory practice (the “100” series) and the remaining are examples of clinically important
uncommon arrhythmia cases (complex ventricular, junctional, and supraventricular arrhythmias).
For almost all the recording, modified limb lead II (MLII) was the first channel; only recording
“114” used V5 as the first lead and MLII as the second lead. The usual second channel is V1 (V2,
V4, or V5, changed subject-wise). An important note to report here is that the annotation for both
QRS position and beat classes (inspected by two experts) were available for all the recordings.

Most of the researches on ECG beat classification followed the AAMI recommendation [31]
which refers to heartbeats using five labels, namely, normal or bundle branch block beat (N),
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Table 4.1: Details of MIT-BIH-AR data-set
Dataset N
SVEB VEB
a
DS1
45777 973
3769
b
DS2
44011 2049 3216

F
414
388

Q
8
7

a

Recording in DS1:101, 106, 108, 109, 112, 114, 115, 116,
118, 119, 122, 124, 201, 203, 205, 207, 208, 209, 215, 220,
223, 230.
b Recording in DS2:100, 103, 105, 111, 113, 117, 121, 123,
200, 202, 210, 212, 213, 214, 219, 221, 222, 228, 231, 232,
233, 234.

supraventricular ectopic beat (SVEB), ventricular ectopic beat (VEB), fusion of ventricular and
normal beat (F), and heartbeats that cannot be classified (Q). AAMI recommendation makes it
possible to compare fairly among various heartbeat classifiers [14, 18]. According to the suggestion made by AAMI, the four recordings with paced beats (a rhythm synchronized by an electrical pulse from an artificial cardiac pacemaker)), namely, 102, 104, 107, and 217, were removed
from the study. We mapped all the original heartbeat labels to the AAMI labels in Table 4.1 with
the mapping rules listed as described here[14, 31, 32]. We also followed the training set (DS1)
and testing set (DS2) division schemes adopted in [6]. Note that the AAMI Q class (unclassified
and paced heartbeats) is discarded since this class is marginally represented in the MIT-BIH-AR
dataset. The numbers of heartbeats in DS1 and DS2 data sets are listed in Table 4.1 by class.

4.3

Methods For Automated ECG beat classification

In this research paper, one of our focus areas is to see if we can identify ECG heartbeats (N,
VEB, and SVEB) by avoiding pre-filtering (i.e. morphological distortion due to phase change
and attenuation). The ECG signals we collect in clinical settings are not free of noise and artifacts like baseline wandering, power line noise, motion, and electrode artifacts. Numerous preprocessing techniques have been previously applied to the ECG signal before the segmentation
and feature extraction process begins. All the ECG segmentation algorithms rely on good ECG
signals which in turn requires effective denoising techniques. One of the most commonly used
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techniques is the digital implementation of finite impulse response (FIR) filters [33, 34, 35]. Architectures with adaptive filters were also investigated for noise and artifact removal from the
ECG signals [36, 37]. In recent years, many denoising techniques based on wavelet transforms
have been employed to remove noise, since they preserve ECG signal properties avoiding loss of
its important physiological details and are less complicated from a computational point of view
[38, 39, 40]. However, the indiscriminate use of filters and other denoising, i.e., high- pass and
low-pass ones distort the morphology of the signal, and make it unusable for diagnoses of cardiac
diseases. Hence, in this paper, we used signal cleaning techniques to extract indices of peaks (P,
Q, R, S, and T) of ECG peaks but during feature-extraction stage, we used the raw signal with the
information of peak indices we gathered in our previous steps. Using this approach, we can avoid
morphological distortions introduced due to indiscriminate use of filtering techniques on ECG
signals.

Fig. 4.1 depicts the stages of an automated system suitable for heartbeat classification which
is based on the outcomes of this study. As mentioned earlier, we are following the AAMI standard for our study and we are using DS1 for training and DS2 for testing purposes. For segmentation (finding the position of the peaks) purpose only, we used the python package ‘NeuroKit’
to prepare our raw signal for segmentation algorithms. The ‘NeuroKit’ package provides multiple methods to choose from (‘biosppy’, ‘pantompkins1985’, ‘hamilton2002’, ‘elgendi2010’,
‘engzeemod2012’.) and we used ‘pantompkins1985’ method [41] to pre-process our raw signal
to prepare it for segmentation algorithm . Typically, the ECG signals include baseline wander,
power line interference, and high-frequency noise.

The extracted features (total 35) are then put to selection criteria: in our case we ranked the
features and compare the cross-validation accuracy of the ranked feature to find the minimum
number of top ranked features to effectively classify the ECG beats. Details of this stage are discussed later.
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Figure 4.1: A concatenated two classifier models strategy used for identifying normal,supraventricular ectopic beat (SVEB), ventricular ectopic beat (VEB).
In our method that uses concatenated machine learning algorithms, we separated N type beats
from ectopic type beats (SVEB and VEB) using the first classifier model and later classified the
ectopic beats (SVEB and VEB) with another classifier model. Using two concatenated classifiers
improves the accuracy of SVEB and VEB classification results greatly since classifier training
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focuses on ectopic beats during their training phase.

4.3.1

ECG Pre-Processing

Since the ECG signals in the MIT-BIH-AR database were collected by Holter devices, the signals were contaminated by baseline wandering and power-line noises as well as high-frequency
electromyography artifacts [14, 41, 42]. Indiscriminate use of filters to reduce noise can cause
loss of useful information due to distortion introduced by filtering techniques. We cleaned the
raw ECG signals from baseline wandering only since it has significant impact on ECG classification [43]. There are different approaches used in previous works to denoise the baseline wandering noise from the ECG signals [44, 45, 46]. Compared with other filter methods such as regular
infinite impulse response (IIR) and finite impulse response (FIR), the median filter can eliminate
noise neatly without introducing phase distortion. Hence, in our case, we followed He et al.[7]
and all the ECG signals from the database are first pre-processed using a 200-ms width median
filter to eliminate P wave and QRS complex, then a 600-ms width median filter to get rid of T
wave. The resulted signals are then regarded as the baseline which is subsequently subtracted
from the original signals to yield the baseline-corrected ECG signals. Fig. 4.2 is an example that
demonstrates the effect of applying the aforementioned median filter on the noisy ECG signals.

4.3.2

Heartbeat Delineation and Segmentation

Before extracting the heartbeat-related features, the ECG time sequence must be identified into
individual heartbeats based on the positions of the QRS waves. While many methods can be used
to locate QRS waves and find the fiducial points, such as the techniques used in previous works
[47, 48] or wavelet-based methods [4, 49], we followed Khatun et al. [50] work to identify the
critical peaks of ECG (P, Q, R, S, and T). The Pan–Tompkins algorithm was used on the denoised
ECG signal algorithm for detection of the R peaks. The algorithm is comprised of three steps.
In the first step, a band-pass filter, which reduces noise in the ECG signal like muscle noise. In
the second step, to differentiate QRS complexes from low-frequency ECG components such as
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Figure 4.2: Baseline wandering removal.Subfigures (a,b) represent before and after removing the
baseline wandering, respectively.
the P and T waves, the signal is processed through a differentiator to focus the high slopes. The
third step does a squaring operation, which emphasizes the higher values that are mainly part of
QRS complexes. Then, the squared signal is passed through a moving-window of the length of
the window. The result is a smooth R peak ECG cycle. We used ‘NeuroKit’ implementation of
’Pan–Tompkins’ algorithm[41]. Once R peak (Fig. 4.3) is identified, we used criteria from Table
4.2 to find the position of P, Q, S, and T peaks (as shown in Fig. 4.3).

4.3.3

Feature Extraction

Based on the detected fiducial points, a total of 35 features are considered in the study, which
are listed in Table 4.3 and illustrated in Fig. 4.3. We extracted the features based on the previous
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Table 4.2: P, Q, S and T Detection Criteria
Peak
Q
S
P
T

Selection Criteria
Minima in between 1/8 of RR interval
before each R point to R point
Minima in between each R point to 1/4
of RR ahead of each R point
Maxima from 3/8 of RR before each R
point to Q point
Maxima after 1/4 of RR interval of each
R point to the 3/8 of RR of each R point

studies done on ECG beat classification by the other researchers [14, 18, 26, 51, 52, 53].

RR-Interval Features
Heartbeat fiducial point intervals (henceforth referred RR-intervals) were defined as the interval between consecutive heartbeat fiducial points. Four features (see Table 4.3: RR-intervals)
were extracted from the RR sequence. The pre-RR-interval is the RR-interval between a considered heartbeat and the previous heartbeat. The post-RR-interval is the RR-interval between a considered heartbeat and the following heart-beat. The average RR-interval of the entire record is the
mean of the RR-intervals for a ECG record and has the same value for all heartbeats in a given
recording. Finally, the local average RR-interval is determined by averaging the RR-intervals of
the ten RR-intervals surrounding a given heartbeat.

Heartbeat Interval Features
A heartbeat interval is defined as the interval between different peak points in a heart-beat. The
five heart-beat intervals used in this study are depicted in Fig. 4.3 and their related names are also
listed in the corresponding Table 4.3. We used these intervals as candidate features because they
are well-known and widely used in literature.
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Figure 4.3: Features of ECG signals
Amplitude Related Features
Based on the peak points found during segmentation, we used time domain amplitude values
of the peaks (P, Q, R, S, and T).

Normalized Features
To track unforeseen inconsistent effects of amplitude variation, gain factor, and heart rate interval, we normalized few critical features with respect to their mean values (referring to Table 4.3
for details).

Others
In addition to the features already mentioned, we added few ratio-related features. These features are expected to keep track of relative amplitude or width changes that might be relevant to
specific beat classes. These features are then combined the above-mentioned features are our final
feature sets.
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Table 4.3: Features Considered in this study
Group Labels

Features
Pre RR interval
Post RR interval
RR intervals
Average RR interval
Local Average RR interval
QRS width
QT width
Heartbeat intervals QR width
PQ width
PR width
Amplitude ReP, Q, R, S, T
lated
Normalized Fea- RN , SN , TN , QRS-widthN ,
tures
QT-WidthN , QR-widthN , PQwidthN , PR-widthN , Pre-RRintervalN , Post-RR-intervalN ,
Local-Average-RR-intervalN
Others
QQ intervals, P/Q. P/R, P/S,
P/T, QR/PQ, QR/ST, RS/ST,
PQ/ST, PQ/RS.

4.3.4

Classification

For each class (N, SVEB, VEB), a total of 35 features of the combined feature vector were
extracted for testing. The feature vector was assessed against three classifiers and then we chose
the best combination for our pipeline classifiers.

Neural Network classifier
The Neural Network (NN) Classifier plays an important role in a wide variety of applications,
such as pattern recognition and classification tasks. In the NN model, every neuron calculates the
weighted sum of its inputs and applies the sum to a nonlinear function called the activation function. The feed-forward NN shows the potential capability of recognizing and classifying ECG
signals more accurately. In general, the performance of the NN depends on the number of hidden
layers, the number of hidden neurons, the learning algorithm and the activation function for each
neuron. In this study, the input layer consisted of 35 nodes, corresponding to the 35 features used.
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A hidden layer of 40 neurons and an output layer of 3 neurons corresponding to 3 target classes
(N, VEB, and SVEB) were used. The 40 neurons in the hidden layers were chosen by trial and
error. We applied back propagation method [54] to improve the learning procedure.

Support Vector Machine
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) for a single layer can perform better in classification
problems due to its capability for generalization. It converts the input vector patterns to higher
dimensional feature space through nonlinear mapping and acquires an optimal separating hyperplane to isolate two classes of samples. In particular, the SVM classifier shows a favorable generalization capability when the maximal margin principle is used. It maximizes the distance between the patterns and the class separating hyper-plane.

Decision Tree Classifier
A Decision Tree (DT) is a supervised machine learning where the data is continuously split
according to a specific parameter [55]. In DT, each internal (non-leaf) node is labeled with an
input feature. The topmost node in a decision tree is known as the root node. It trains itself to
partition based on the attribute value.

4.3.5

Evaluation method

To evaluate the performance of the classification, we used the standard statistical indices of
sensitivity (SE), positive predictive value (PPV) and F-1 score derived from four parameters:
correctly detected beats (true positives = TP), undetected beats (false negatives = FN), correctly
undetected beats (true negatives = TN) and falsely detected beats (false positives = FP). These
statistical indices are defined as follows:

SE =

TP
T P + FN
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(4.1)

PPV =

F1 − score =

4.4

TP
T P + FP

(4.2)

2 × PPV × SE
PPV + SE

(4.3)

Results

Our analysis on the automated arrhythmia detection system was conducted using the MITBIH-AR database. We applied a concatenated DT classifier in our methods to train on normal
vs ectopic beat and differentiating between ectopic beats (VEB and SVEB). This helps the classifier to focus on relevant classes during training and classify with more confidence. In the next
few paragraphs, we will explain why we chose DT over the other two classifiers.

Table 4.4 is the list of our 7 top-ranked features (sorted according to impurity-based feature
importance, also known as Gini importance [56], measure metric of the first DT classifier (‘feature importances ’ property of DT classifier calculated using the sklearn package of the python)
and further confirmed by ‘Mann-Whitney U test [57]) that we used for the first classification between normal and ectopic beats. We performed cross-validation [58] (cv =5) accuracy (referring
to Fig. 4.4) using training set (DS1) to conclude our findings on the top 7 features for our first
classifier. Based on Fig. 4.4 (a), we decided to choose DT as our classifier (referred hereafter as
DT1) to distinguish between normal vs ectopic beats since we are obtaining 97% cv accuracy
on our test with a minimum (7) number of features. Increasing number of top features does not
increase accuracy value significantly. However, NN classifier starts to perform well with higher
number (20 and above) of features.
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Figure 4.4: Choosing the classifier and minimum number of top ranked features: (a) Classifier 1Top 7 features found after cross-validation (cv=5) and (b) Classifier 2: Top 6 features found after
cross-validation (cv=5) is performed on Decision Tree (DT), Neural Network classifier (NN) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM). Initially we kept step size to 1 to focus on the minimum number
of features, but after top 10 features, the step size was increased to 5 to make the graph readable
since we focused on finding the minimum number of top features.
In order to choose the second classifier in our pipeline for distinguishing between ectopic beats
(as classified or labeled by the previous classifier, DT1), we went through the same procedure we
mentioned already for selecting the minimum number of features for DT1. As depicted in Fig.
4.4 (b) and presented in Table 4.5, the top 6 features based (sorted and ranked based on feature
importance property of decision tree classifier and cross-checked with ‘Mann-Whitney U test’).
Here, for the same reason explained earlier, we finally choose DT (referred to as DT2 hereafter)
as our next classifier for the pipeline of our methods. In both cases (DT1 and DT2), we used grid
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Table 4.4: Top ranked features for classification between Normal and ectopic beats
Importance∗
0.470592
0.0926599
0.0646165
0.0475144
0.0340479
0.028245
0.0240343

Feature
SN
QRN
S
QN
TN
Average RR interval
PR-widthN
∗

Importance is calculated using ‘feature importances ’
property of Decision Tree classifier of the sklearn package of
the python

Table 4.5: Top ranked features for classification between SVEB and VEB
Feature
SN
QRS-widthN
Pre-RR-intervalN
Post-RR-intervalN N
TN
Local-Average-RR-intervalN

Importance∗
0.270592
0.1926599
0.1146165
0.0575144
0.0340479
0.028245

∗

Importance is calculated using ‘feature importances ’
property of Decision Tree classifier of the sklearn package of
the python

search [59] method to optimize the hyperparameters [60]. The grid search method searches rigorously through a specified sub-set of hyperparameter space of DT classifier. The best parameters
found using grid search are listed in Table 4.6.

According to the suggestion of AAMI, we categorized the heartbeats of the MIT-BIH-AR
database and applied the method of de Chazal et al.[14] to divide the database into DS1 and DS2
datasets. We used DS1 for training and DS2 is used for testing the our proposed concatenated
machine learning algorithms. To make a fair comparison, in this study, we only compare our results with the literature that use the same strategy. As the SVEB and VEB classes are more critical than other classes in the ECG classification, our pipeline based methods with concatenated
classifiers (DT1 and DT2) performed better than the other performance, as shown in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.6: CLASSIFIER HYPER-PARAMETERS
Model Classifier 1
DT
criterion = ’gini’,
max-depth=6
NN
Solver=’lbgs’, α =
1e−5 hidden-layersize=(4,).
SVM Kernal=’rbf’, C = 1.0,
D = 3.

Classifier 2
criterion = ’gini’,
max-depth=5
Solver=’lbgs’, α =
1e−5 hidden-layersize=(3,).
Kernal=’rbf’, C = 1.0,
D = 3.

Table 4.7: The classification performance of existing works and our method in all classes (N,
VEB and SVEB).
Classes
N

SVEB

VEB

Metrics
PPV
Sensitivity
F1-score
PPV
Sensitivity
F1-score
PPV
Sensitivity
F1-score

Liu et al.[30]
96.66%
94.06%
95.34%
39.87%
33.12%
36.18%
76.51%
90.20%
82.79%

Chen et al. [29]
95.42%
98.42%
96.90%
38.40%
29.50%
33.36%
85.25%
70.85%
77.38%

Zhang et al. [28]
98.98%
88.94%
93.69%
35.98%
79.06%
49.46%
92.75%
85.48%
88.96%

Methods
Ye et al.[12]
97.55%
88.61%
92.87%
52.34%
61.02%
56.34%
61.45%
81.82%
70.19%

Garcia et al.[27]
98.00%
94.00%
95.96%
53.00%
62.00%
57.15%
59.40%
87.30%
70.70%

Wang et al.[26]
98.17%
99.42%
98.79%
89.54%
74.56%
81.37%
93.25%
95.65%
94.43%

Our method
98.28%
97.35%
98.1%
93.71%
92.78%
94.58%
95.65%
95.68%
94.62%

Our method achieves the best performance among all metrics in SVEB and VEB. For example,
In SVEB class, compared to Wang et al., (the second-best performer) the PPV, SE and F1-score
of our method in SVEB have improved by 4.17%, 18.22%, and 13.21.% respectively. For VEB
class, PPV, SE and F-1 score achieves higher performance by 2.4%, 0.03% and 0.19% respectively. Finally, our method shows an average of 95.21%, 95.28% and 95.76% for PPV, SE, and
F-1 score respectively.

4.5

Conclusion

In this work, we proposed an ECG arrhythmia classification method based on traditional machine learning techniques. We focused on improving the classification performance of SVEB
and VEB. We developed a ECG beat detection algorithm consisting of concatenated classifiers.
Our first classifier, DT1 separates N class beats from the rest of the classes (SVEB and VEB)
and the second classifier, DT2 effectively classifies the remaining ectopic beats into SVEB and
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VEB. In our study, ECG signals, belonging to three different classes, were obtained from the
MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. To avoid morphological distortion introduced due to indiscriminate use of filtering techniques on ECG signals we extracted features directly from the raw signal
free of base-line wandering noise. As discussed in the subsection titled ’ECG Pre-processing’,
we removed baseline wandering noise only since it has a significant impact on ECG classification. Our method classified the SVEB classes effectively with higher PPV, SE, and F-1 score
(93.71%, 92.78% and 94.58% respectively) compared to Wang et al. (the second top performer).
For VEB class, our method shows similar results as those obtained by Wang et al.( in fact, quantitatively our method shows a slight increase in performance of 2.4%, 0.03% and 0.19% for PPV,
SE, and F-1 score respectively). However, for N class, we see Wang et al. performed better for
SE (99.42%) and F-1 score (98.79%) than our works (SE = 97.35% and F-1 score = 98.1%),
but our pipelined classifiers achieve higher PPV value (98.28%) than Wang et. al. In brief, our
method shows an average of 95.21%, 95.28% and 95.76% for PPV, SE and F-1 score respectively
which is promising overall performance in comparison to other works available in the literature.

In our analysis, we left out F class since it is mostly composed of a fusion of VEB and N beats.
The F class is very similar to N class, which makes the DT1 classifier to drop the performance
since most of the F beats are wrongly classified as N beats. Additionally, the number F class representatives in the data-set are limited. In general, this can be mitigated by adding more annotated ECG data. However, annotating ECG heartbeats is very expensive and time-consuming.
However, using an unsupervised deep learning model might be helpful in this regard. In the future, we will try to carry out related work to add F class in our analysis and we will try to improve the performance.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1

Key Results

The new generation of smart and connected technologies have made a positive impact on an
individual’s frame of reference, behaviors, and interactions. This transformation in technology
is expected to offer significant benefits to communities with interlocking physical, social, behavioral, economic, and infrastructural challenges. Our previously developed S&CC framework will
utilize distributed sensors and embedded computing to seamlessly generate meaningful interpretations to benefit individuals, the community, and society.

The framework consists of the WRAP sensors for physiological data collection, a scanner to
capture data, a smartphone app for computation of disease related EoI using real-time classification algorithms, and anonymous EoI submission to a custom S&CC Health web-server for collective community health knowledge gathering and dissemination. This dissertation presents an
effort to contribute to the S&CC framework by (a) developing a scanner to acquires bio-signals
from WRAP sensors (Chapter: 2), (b) estimating signal reliability in terms of DReM on a continuous scale between 0.0-1.0 using a novel machine learning based algorithm (Chapter: 3), and
finally, (c) developing a concatenated machine learning models to improve the performance of
minority beats (SVEB and VEB) detection(Chapter: 4). The key findings from each chapter and
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outlines future directions of this research that can further contribute to the studies are presented
here:
• Collecting analog physiological signals using the wireless analog sensor, especially using the new WRAP sensor technology is difficult. Because of the analog nature of the
signal and wireless transmission using inductive coupling techniques, the signal acquisition becomes challenging. In Chapter 2, we presented a portable battery-operated wireless
scanner that transmits enough power through carrier wave using inductive coupling to the
zero-power WRAP sensor. The programmable scanner provides a flexible infrastructure
to facilitate any future firmware changes that can adapt to any future development of new
WRAP sensors. In the firmware, we use handshaking protocol messaging between user
smartphone and scanner to facilitate the application of scanner on different types of WRAP
sensors (ECG, respiration, EEG, and EMG etc.). For demonstration purpose, we used TP
WRAP sensor to present the performance of the scanner. The relative error of measurement
is within 0.01% of actual measurement. Moreover, the application test case on temperature
WRAP sensor shows measurement uncertainty is 0.049% and the resolution of temperature measurement is 1°F with higher statistical significance P-value= 1.0379 × 10−61 . With
higher precision and accuracy in the signal acquisition, the battery operated, portable scanner is applicable to real-time time signal monitoring functionality.
• In Chapter 3, we presented a new DReM for signal reliability quantification of ECG signal and a machine learning algorithm to estimate the DReM. We choose cross-correlation
as our DReM or Signal quality metric. The maximum cross-correlation value between a
noise-contaminated ECG signal and standard reference clean ECG signal is found as a
good fit for our signal quality score/DReM since the value is within the range of 0.0-1.0.
Moreover, we presented a novel mathematical equation to map noisy ECG signals of different SNR level into our proposed DReM. We investigated three machine learning models
(MLP, SVR and LASSO) and finally, we found LASSO as our best model. The LASSO
model shows least amount of MAE (0.020) and RMSE (0.027). Additionally, the final
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LASSO model is further tested on the completely unknown (to the trained model) test set
of ECG signals and our LASSO regression model shows MAE= 0.008 and RMSE= 0.010.
Eventually, we tested our model on three new sets of ECG signals with different DReM
values against the judgment of three independent experts. We believe that independent
opinions, on data reliability value, differ among the experts since they have their decision
making points (i.e. R peaks visibility, PQRST peaks visibility, heart rate predictability,
etc.) to judge the reliability of ECG, hence we found different R2 values of predicted value
against the expert opinions.The main focus of Chapter 3 is to find the minimum number of
features to estimate the DReM and to provide noise type independent mechanism to estimate the reliability of the ECG signals. The proposed method for objective DReM estimation was validated with simulated datasets and 3 annotators with subjective assessments.
• In Chapter 4, we present a novel methodology that uses two concatenated classifiers to effectively improve the classification performance of algorithms that can differentiate between SVEB and VEB at a higher positive predictive value and sensitivity and F-1 score.
The first classifier in this method separates normal (N) beats from ectopic (SVEB and
VEB) and finally, another classifier model distinguishes between SVEB and VEB. In both
cases, we used DT Classifier. Instead of classifying three crucial classes (N, VEB and
SVEB) in one go, we grouped the classes (N, SVEB and VEB) into two binary categories
(N vs ectopic and SVEB vs VEB) and we find that our methodology demonstrates significant performance improvement for the minority classes and we present our comparison of
the performance metric. In this chapter, we tried to avoid morphological distortion induced
by indiscriminate application of ECG signal processing filters.

5.2

Future Directions

Future direction regarding signal acquisition device/scanner, there are possibilities of incremental firmware development to incorporate new WRAP sensors that are currently in research
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and development. Validating these new types of WRAP sensors with a large number of subjects
is worthy scope for exploration. In future, signal specific digital filtering mechanism can be implemented and embedded in firmware of scanner. Real-time implementation of the DReM estimation algorithm presented in Chapter 3 can make scanner more intelligent and interactive to
user.

For DReM estimation algorithm discussed in Chapter 3, more bio-signals (i.e. EEG, EMG,
respiration signal, etc.) can be considered and validated for a larger number and wider varieties
of subjects. It is also possible to try out other statistical DReMs for all these signals mentioned
and finally, compare the performance of every DReM against the current DReM. In future, covering all the aforementioned bio-signals with a single DReM can be an improvement of current
work. Implementing a common DReM estimation algorithm that works for multiple bio-signals
on scanner is challenging but doable.

For ECG beat detection method discussed in Chapter 4, our current method focuses on improving the classification performance of minority classes (SVEB and VEB). Improving overall
performance for all classes (N, VEB, SVEB, Q and F) can be explored further. One suggestion
to address the imbalance issues of ‘Q’ and ‘F’ beats is to annotate more beats representing these
classes; manual annotation is expensive and time-consuming but it can be worthy of exploration
and it can impact the result significantly for ‘Q’ and ‘F’ class. Applying contextual information
from DReM estimation algorithm (presented in Chapter 3) to explore if it improves the reliability of ECG beat classification method (presented in Chapter 4) is another scope worthy of future
investigation.
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Appendix A
Scanner firmware implementation
1. Main file (Main.c)
/**
******************************************************************************
* File Name : main.c
* Description : Main program body
******************************************************************************
*
* COPYRIGHT(c) 2017 STMicroelectronics
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification,
* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice
,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation
* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of STMicroelectronics nor the names of its
contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS"
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE
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* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR
* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER
* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF
THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*
******************************************************************************
*/
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "stm32l4xx_hal.h"
/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */
#include "scanner.h"
#include "scanner_interrupt_routine.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
/* USER CODE END Includes */
/* Private variables
---------------------------------------------------------*/
ADC_HandleTypeDef hadc1;
SPI_HandleTypeDef hspi2;
SPI_HandleTypeDef hspi3;
TIM_HandleTypeDef
TIM_HandleTypeDef
TIM_HandleTypeDef
TIM_HandleTypeDef

htim2;
htim3;
htim4;
htim5;

UART_HandleTypeDef huart2;
/* USER CODE BEGIN PV */
/* Private variables
---------------------------------------------------------*/
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/* USER CODE END PV */
/* Private function prototypes
-----------------------------------------------*/
void SystemClock_Config(void);
void Error_Handler(void);
static void MX_GPIO_Init(void);
static void MX_SPI3_Init(void);
static void MX_USART2_UART_Init(void);
static void MX_ADC1_Init(void);
static void MX_SPI2_Init(void);
static void MX_TIM2_Init(void);
static void MX_TIM3_Init(void);
static void MX_TIM5_Init(void);
/* USER CODE BEGIN PFP */
/* Private function prototypes
-----------------------------------------------*/

/* USER CODE END PFP */
/* USER CODE BEGIN 0 */

/* USER CODE END 0 */
int main(void)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN 1 */
/* USER CODE END 1 */
/* MCU Configuration
----------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Reset of all peripherals, Initializes the Flash interface and the
Systick. */
HAL_Init();
/* Configure the system clock */
SystemClock_Config();
/* Initialize all configured peripherals */
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MX_GPIO_Init();
MX_SPI3_Init();
MX_USART2_UART_Init();
MX_ADC1_Init();
MX_SPI2_Init();
MX_TIM2_Init();
MX_TIM3_Init();
MX_TIM5_Init();
/* USER CODE BEGIN 2 */
//generateSignal(4650000);
setResistor(1,128);
setResistor(0,128);
//int f[]={11150000,11155000,11150000}
putDDSToSleep();
HAL_Delay(10);
//__HAL_RCC_ADC_CLK_DISABLE();
setToFiveHz(); //LED Blinking
HAL_UART_Receive_IT(&huart2,Rx_data,1);
//generateSignal(10150000);
//HAL_Delay(3000);
//generateSignal(12150000);

/* USER CODE END 2 */
/* Infinite loop */
/* USER CODE BEGIN WHILE */
while (1)
{

// transmitBuffer();
if(resetWindowDone==1){
putDDSToSleep();
resetWindowDone=0;
}
/* USER CODE END WHILE */
/* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */

}
/* USER CODE END 3 */
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}
/** System Clock Configuration
*/
void SystemClock_Config(void)
{
RCC_OscInitTypeDef RCC_OscInitStruct;
RCC_ClkInitTypeDef RCC_ClkInitStruct;
RCC_PeriphCLKInitTypeDef PeriphClkInit;
RCC_OscInitStruct.OscillatorType = RCC_OSCILLATORTYPE_HSI;
RCC_OscInitStruct.HSIState = RCC_HSI_ON;
RCC_OscInitStruct.HSICalibrationValue = 16;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLState = RCC_PLL_NONE;
if (HAL_RCC_OscConfig(&RCC_OscInitStruct) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
RCC_ClkInitStruct.ClockType = RCC_CLOCKTYPE_HCLK|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_SYSCLK
|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK1|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK2;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.SYSCLKSource = RCC_SYSCLKSOURCE_HSI;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.AHBCLKDivider = RCC_SYSCLK_DIV1;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB1CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV1;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB2CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV1;
if (HAL_RCC_ClockConfig(&RCC_ClkInitStruct, FLASH_LATENCY_0) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
PeriphClkInit.PeriphClockSelection = RCC_PERIPHCLK_USART2|
RCC_PERIPHCLK_ADC;
PeriphClkInit.Usart2ClockSelection = RCC_USART2CLKSOURCE_HSI;
PeriphClkInit.AdcClockSelection = RCC_ADCCLKSOURCE_PLLSAI1;
PeriphClkInit.PLLSAI1.PLLSAI1Source = RCC_PLLSOURCE_HSI;
PeriphClkInit.PLLSAI1.PLLSAI1M = 1;
PeriphClkInit.PLLSAI1.PLLSAI1N = 8;
PeriphClkInit.PLLSAI1.PLLSAI1P = RCC_PLLP_DIV7;
PeriphClkInit.PLLSAI1.PLLSAI1Q = RCC_PLLQ_DIV2;
PeriphClkInit.PLLSAI1.PLLSAI1R = RCC_PLLR_DIV8;
PeriphClkInit.PLLSAI1.PLLSAI1ClockOut = RCC_PLLSAI1_ADC1CLK;
if (HAL_RCCEx_PeriphCLKConfig(&PeriphClkInit) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
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__HAL_RCC_PWR_CLK_ENABLE();
if (HAL_PWREx_ControlVoltageScaling(PWR_REGULATOR_VOLTAGE_SCALE1) !=
HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
HAL_SYSTICK_Config(HAL_RCC_GetHCLKFreq()/1000);
HAL_SYSTICK_CLKSourceConfig(SYSTICK_CLKSOURCE_HCLK);
/* SysTick_IRQn interrupt configuration */
HAL_NVIC_SetPriority(SysTick_IRQn, 0, 0);
}
/* ADC1 init function */
static void MX_ADC1_Init(void)
{
ADC_MultiModeTypeDef multimode;
ADC_ChannelConfTypeDef sConfig;
/**Common config
*/
hadc1.Instance = ADC1;
hadc1.Init.ClockPrescaler = ADC_CLOCK_ASYNC_DIV1;
hadc1.Init.Resolution = ADC_RESOLUTION_12B;
hadc1.Init.DataAlign = ADC_DATAALIGN_RIGHT;
hadc1.Init.ScanConvMode = ADC_SCAN_DISABLE;
hadc1.Init.EOCSelection = ADC_EOC_SINGLE_CONV;
hadc1.Init.LowPowerAutoWait = DISABLE;
hadc1.Init.ContinuousConvMode = DISABLE;
hadc1.Init.NbrOfConversion = 1;
hadc1.Init.DiscontinuousConvMode = DISABLE;
hadc1.Init.ExternalTrigConv = ADC_SOFTWARE_START;
hadc1.Init.ExternalTrigConvEdge = ADC_EXTERNALTRIGCONVEDGE_NONE;
hadc1.Init.DMAContinuousRequests = DISABLE;
hadc1.Init.Overrun = ADC_OVR_DATA_PRESERVED;
hadc1.Init.OversamplingMode = DISABLE;
if (HAL_ADC_Init(&hadc1) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
/**Configure the ADC multi-mode
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*/
multimode.Mode = ADC_MODE_INDEPENDENT;
if (HAL_ADCEx_MultiModeConfigChannel(&hadc1, &multimode) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
/**Configure Regular Channel
*/
sConfig.Channel = ADC_CHANNEL_9;
sConfig.Rank = 1;
sConfig.SamplingTime = ADC_SAMPLETIME_2CYCLES_5;
sConfig.SingleDiff = ADC_SINGLE_ENDED;
sConfig.OffsetNumber = ADC_OFFSET_NONE;
sConfig.Offset = 0;
if (HAL_ADC_ConfigChannel(&hadc1, &sConfig) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
}
/* SPI2 init function */
static void MX_SPI2_Init(void)
{
hspi2.Instance = SPI2;
hspi2.Init.Mode = SPI_MODE_MASTER;
hspi2.Init.Direction = SPI_DIRECTION_2LINES;
hspi2.Init.DataSize = SPI_DATASIZE_8BIT;
hspi2.Init.CLKPolarity = SPI_POLARITY_LOW;
hspi2.Init.CLKPhase = SPI_PHASE_1EDGE;
hspi2.Init.NSS = SPI_NSS_SOFT;
hspi2.Init.BaudRatePrescaler = SPI_BAUDRATEPRESCALER_4;
hspi2.Init.FirstBit = SPI_FIRSTBIT_MSB;
hspi2.Init.TIMode = SPI_TIMODE_DISABLE;
hspi2.Init.CRCCalculation = SPI_CRCCALCULATION_DISABLE;
hspi2.Init.CRCPolynomial = 7;
hspi2.Init.CRCLength = SPI_CRC_LENGTH_DATASIZE;
hspi2.Init.NSSPMode = SPI_NSS_PULSE_ENABLE;
if (HAL_SPI_Init(&hspi2) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
}
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/* SPI3 init function */
static void MX_SPI3_Init(void)
{
hspi3.Instance = SPI3;
hspi3.Init.Mode = SPI_MODE_MASTER;
hspi3.Init.Direction = SPI_DIRECTION_2LINES;
hspi3.Init.DataSize = SPI_DATASIZE_8BIT;
hspi3.Init.CLKPolarity = SPI_POLARITY_HIGH;
hspi3.Init.CLKPhase = SPI_PHASE_1EDGE;
hspi3.Init.NSS = SPI_NSS_SOFT;
hspi3.Init.BaudRatePrescaler = SPI_BAUDRATEPRESCALER_2;
hspi3.Init.FirstBit = SPI_FIRSTBIT_MSB;
hspi3.Init.TIMode = SPI_TIMODE_DISABLE;
hspi3.Init.CRCCalculation = SPI_CRCCALCULATION_DISABLE;
hspi3.Init.CRCPolynomial = 7;
hspi3.Init.CRCLength = SPI_CRC_LENGTH_DATASIZE;
hspi3.Init.NSSPMode = SPI_NSS_PULSE_ENABLE;
if (HAL_SPI_Init(&hspi3) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
}
/* TIM2 init function */
static void MX_TIM2_Init(void)
{
TIM_ClockConfigTypeDef sClockSourceConfig;
TIM_MasterConfigTypeDef sMasterConfig;
htim2.Instance = TIM2;
htim2.Init.Prescaler = 16;
htim2.Init.CounterMode = TIM_COUNTERMODE_UP;
htim2.Init.Period = 30;
htim2.Init.ClockDivision = TIM_CLOCKDIVISION_DIV1;
if (HAL_TIM_Base_Init(&htim2) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
sClockSourceConfig.ClockSource = TIM_CLOCKSOURCE_INTERNAL;
if (HAL_TIM_ConfigClockSource(&htim2, &sClockSourceConfig) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
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sMasterConfig.MasterOutputTrigger = TIM_TRGO_RESET;
sMasterConfig.MasterSlaveMode = TIM_MASTERSLAVEMODE_DISABLE;
if (HAL_TIMEx_MasterConfigSynchronization(&htim2, &sMasterConfig) !=
HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
}
/* TIM3 init function */
static void MX_TIM3_Init(void)
{
TIM_ClockConfigTypeDef sClockSourceConfig;
TIM_MasterConfigTypeDef sMasterConfig;
htim3.Instance = TIM3;
htim3.Init.Prescaler = 16000;
htim3.Init.CounterMode = TIM_COUNTERMODE_UP;
htim3.Init.Period = 99;
htim3.Init.ClockDivision = TIM_CLOCKDIVISION_DIV1;
if (HAL_TIM_Base_Init(&htim3) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
sClockSourceConfig.ClockSource = TIM_CLOCKSOURCE_INTERNAL;
if (HAL_TIM_ConfigClockSource(&htim3, &sClockSourceConfig) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
sMasterConfig.MasterOutputTrigger = TIM_TRGO_RESET;
sMasterConfig.MasterSlaveMode = TIM_MASTERSLAVEMODE_DISABLE;
if (HAL_TIMEx_MasterConfigSynchronization(&htim3, &sMasterConfig) !=
HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
}
/* TIM4 init function */
static void MX_TIM4_Init(void)
{
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TIM_ClockConfigTypeDef sClockSourceConfig;
TIM_MasterConfigTypeDef sMasterConfig;
htim4.Instance = TIM4;
htim4.Init.Prescaler = 16000;
htim4.Init.CounterMode = TIM_COUNTERMODE_UP;
htim4.Init.Period = 99;
htim4.Init.ClockDivision = TIM_CLOCKDIVISION_DIV1;
if (HAL_TIM_Base_Init(&htim4) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
sClockSourceConfig.ClockSource = TIM_CLOCKSOURCE_INTERNAL;
if (HAL_TIM_ConfigClockSource(&htim4, &sClockSourceConfig) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
sMasterConfig.MasterOutputTrigger = TIM_TRGO_RESET;
sMasterConfig.MasterSlaveMode = TIM_MASTERSLAVEMODE_DISABLE;
if (HAL_TIMEx_MasterConfigSynchronization(&htim4, &sMasterConfig) !=
HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
}
/* TIM5 init function */
static void MX_TIM5_Init(void)
{
TIM_ClockConfigTypeDef sClockSourceConfig;
TIM_MasterConfigTypeDef sMasterConfig;
htim5.Instance = TIM5;
htim5.Init.Prescaler = 16000;
htim5.Init.CounterMode = TIM_COUNTERMODE_UP;
htim5.Init.Period = 499;
htim5.Init.ClockDivision = TIM_CLOCKDIVISION_DIV1;
if (HAL_TIM_Base_Init(&htim5) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
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sClockSourceConfig.ClockSource = TIM_CLOCKSOURCE_INTERNAL;
if (HAL_TIM_ConfigClockSource(&htim5, &sClockSourceConfig) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
sMasterConfig.MasterOutputTrigger = TIM_TRGO_RESET;
sMasterConfig.MasterSlaveMode = TIM_MASTERSLAVEMODE_DISABLE;
if (HAL_TIMEx_MasterConfigSynchronization(&htim5, &sMasterConfig) !=
HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
}
/* USART2 init function */
static void MX_USART2_UART_Init(void)
{
huart2.Instance = USART2;
huart2.Init.BaudRate = 115200;
huart2.Init.WordLength = UART_WORDLENGTH_8B;
huart2.Init.StopBits = UART_STOPBITS_1;
huart2.Init.Parity = UART_PARITY_NONE;
huart2.Init.Mode = UART_MODE_TX_RX;
huart2.Init.HwFlowCtl = UART_HWCONTROL_NONE;
huart2.Init.OverSampling = UART_OVERSAMPLING_16;
huart2.Init.OneBitSampling = UART_ONE_BIT_SAMPLE_DISABLE;
huart2.AdvancedInit.AdvFeatureInit = UART_ADVFEATURE_NO_INIT;
if (HAL_UART_Init(&huart2) != HAL_OK)
{
Error_Handler();
}
}
/** Configure pins as
* Analog
* Input
* Output
* EVENT_OUT
* EXTI
*/
static void MX_GPIO_Init(void)
{
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GPIO_InitTypeDef GPIO_InitStruct;
/* GPIO Ports Clock Enable */
__HAL_RCC_GPIOC_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOA_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOB_CLK_ENABLE();
/*Configure GPIO pins : PC0 PC3 */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_0|GPIO_PIN_3;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOC, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pins : PC2 PC8 PC9 */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_2|GPIO_PIN_8|GPIO_PIN_9;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_VERY_HIGH;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOC, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : PB12 */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_12;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_VERY_HIGH;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOB, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : PA15 */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_15;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_VERY_HIGH;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOA, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOC, GPIO_PIN_2|GPIO_PIN_8|GPIO_PIN_9, GPIO_PIN_SET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOB, GPIO_PIN_12, GPIO_PIN_SET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOA, GPIO_PIN_15, GPIO_PIN_SET);
}
/* USER CODE BEGIN 4 */
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/* USER CODE END 4 */
/**
* @brief This function is executed in case of error occurrence.
* @param None
* @retval None
*/
void Error_Handler(void)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN Error_Handler */
/* User can add his own implementation to report the HAL error return
state */
while(1)
{
}
/* USER CODE END Error_Handler */
}
#ifdef USE_FULL_ASSERT
/**
* @brief Reports the name of the source file and the source line number
* where the assert_param error has occurred.
* @param file: pointer to the source file name
* @param line: assert_param error line source number
* @retval None
*/
void assert_failed(uint8_t* file, uint32_t line)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN 6 */
/* User can add his own implementation to report the file name and line
number,
ex: printf("Wrong parameters value: file %s on line %d\r\n", file, line)
*/
/* USER CODE END 6 */
}
#endif
/**
* @}
*/
/**
* @}
*/
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/************************ (C) COPYRIGHT STMicroelectronics *****END OF FILE
****/

2. Interrupt routine (scanner interrupt routine.h)
/**
*@author Md Sabbir Bin Zaman
*@property of Embedded System Research & Advanced Protoryping Lab(ESARP)
*/

//ADC_HandleTypeDef hadc1;
//uint16_t totalSample=0,adcConversion=0,length;
//uint8_t timeKeeper=0;//,buffer[256]
/**
interrupt routine for Bluetooth reception using USART2.
*/
void HAL_UART_RxCpltCallback(UART_HandleTypeDef *huart){
//uint8_t i;
if(huart->Instance==USART2){
if(rx_index<2){
if((Rx_data[0]!=10)&&(Rx_data[0]!=13))
Rx_Buffer[rx_index++]=Rx_data[0];
}
if(rx_index==2){
rx_index=0;
// printf(Rx_Buffer);
initializeScanner();
}
}

HAL_UART_Receive_IT(&huart2,&Rx_data[0],1);
}
/**
Timer Interrupt routine to take care of LED blinking rate and (phonescanner)initialization timeout.
TIM2: for adc sampling rate
TIM4 for timeWindow for total adc conversion time. at interrupt it will
reset TIM2 and ADC.
TIM3 for LED blinking rate controlling
*/
void HAL_TIM_PeriodElapsedCallback(TIM_HandleTypeDef *htim){
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if(htim->Instance==TIM4){//timeWindow timer interrupt
//HAL_TIM_Base_Stop_IT(&htim2);
if(timeKeeper>=1){
timeKeeper=0;
//HAL_TIM_Base_Stop(&htim2);
resetTimeWindow();
///printf("time window elapsed");
}
else{
++timeKeeper;
}
}else if(htim->Instance==TIM3){// 5Hz LED
HAL_GPIO_TogglePin(GPIOC,GPIO_PIN_8);
}else if(htim->Instance==TIM5){// 1Hz LED
HAL_GPIO_TogglePin(GPIOC,GPIO_PIN_8);
//printf("blink");
//transmitBluetooth()
}else if(htim->Instance==TIM2){//sampling
//HAL_GPIO_TogglePin(GPIOC,GPIO_PIN_9);
totalSample++;
HAL_ADC_Start_IT(&hadc1);
//HAL_ADC_Start_DMA(&hadc1, (uint32_t*)

blinker timer interrput
blinker timer interrput

rate timer interrupt

buffer, 256);

}
}
/**
ADC conversion interrput routine: triggered by TIM2, transfer via
transmit2Bluetooth(uint16_t)
adcValue declared in scanner.h
transmit2Bluetooth defined in scanner.h
*/
void HAL_ADC_ConvCpltCallback(ADC_HandleTypeDef* hadc){
if(hadc->Instance==ADC1){
adcValue=HAL_ADC_GetValue(hadc);
//adcTransmit[0]=((adcValue)>>8)&0x00FF;
/// adcTransmit[1]=(adcValue)&0x00FF;
// ++adcConversion;
// HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,adcTransmit,2,2000);
// HAL_UART_Transmit_IT(&huart2, adcTransmit, 2);
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//storeAndSendBuffer(adcValue);
bufferNonReal[adcConversion<<1]=((adcValue)>>8)&0x00FF;
bufferNonReal[(adcConversion<<1)+1]=(adcValue)&0x00FF;
++adcConversion;
}
}

3. Custom function of scanner scanner.h
/**
*@author Md Sabbir Bin Zaman
*@property of Embedded System Research & Advanced Protoryping Lab(ESARP)
*/
#define freq 5900000

#define bufferSize 10014
#define bufferSizeNR 40056 //for 100 data
#define offlineMode 0
//#define offlineTimeWindowMax 60 // in seconds
#define offlineSamplingRate 236 // in sps
//#define offlineBufferSize offlineTimeWindowMax*offlineSamplingRate*3 //
#define NumberOfFilterCoefficient 101// depends on the order
#define tout 1200
#define timeUnit_TimeWindow 10
int input[NumberOfFilterCoefficient];
void putDDSToSleep();
float h[NumberOfFilterCoefficient]={-0.00020045,-8.7971e-05,7.4004e
-05,0.00028657,0.0005473,0.00084978,0.0011834,0.0015334,0.0018809,0.0022038,0.0024774,
e-05,-8.7971e-05,-0.00020045
};
//int getPrescalerForTimer4();
//int getPeriodForTimer4();
float filtered_data=0;
//SPI_HandleTypeDef
SPI_HandleTypeDef hspi2;
SPI_HandleTypeDef hspi3;
//UART_HandleTypeDef
UART_HandleTypeDef huart2;
TIM_HandleTypeDef htim2;
TIM_HandleTypeDef htim3;
TIM_HandleTypeDef htim4;
TIM_HandleTypeDef htim5;
ADC_HandleTypeDef hadc1;
//bluetooth string
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char time_echo[7]={’0’,’0’,’0’,’0’,’0’,0xff,0xff},b[2]={0,0},bufferA[
bufferSize],bufferB[bufferSize],bufferNonReal[bufferSizeNR];//
bufferOffline[offlineBufferSize];//,but[500],str[2],
uint8_t activeBufferA=1,activeBufferB=0,terminationTokenSent=0; //,
transmissionDone=0,ss=sizeof(b),reset=0,
char rx_index=0,Rx_data[1],Rx_Buffer[3]={0,0,’\0’};
uint8_t diseaseType=0, sensorType=0,timeWindowMessage1=0,timeWindowMessage2
=0,timeWindowMessage3=0,extraB=0,extraA=0,timeKeeper=0,
temporaryTimerWindow=0;//blInit=0, permissionForTransmissionA=0,
permissionForTransmissionB=0
uint16_t adcValue=0,bluetoothTransmission=0,numberOfSampleInBufferA=0,
numberOfSampleInBufferB=0,loopCounterA=0,loopCounterB=0,loopCounter,
loopCounterOffline=0,dataCheckLoopCounter=0;//,transmissionloop
uint16_t dataCheck[offlineSamplingRate];
uint8_t volatile dataCheckDone=0,resetWindowDone=0;
uint16_t volatile timeWindow1=0,timeWindow2=0;
int timeWindow=0;
char adcTransmit[2]={0,0};
int totalSample=0,adcConversion=0;
//printf formatting
#ifdef __GNUC__
#define PUTCHAR_PROTOTYPE int __io_putchar(int ch)
#else
#define PUTCHAR_PROTOTYPE int fputc(int ch, FILE *f)
#endif
PUTCHAR_PROTOTYPE
{
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,(uint8_t*)&ch,1,100);
return ch;
}
/**
initialize the scanner for DDS frequency, digital potentiometer reading
and adc conversion
@param nothing
@return nothing
*/
void initializeTimeWindowCounter();
void generateSignal(int frequency);
void setResistor(uint8_t resistorAorB, uint8_t wiperPosition);
void resetAllBuffer();
void resetFilterBuffer();
char checkData();
void storeDataForDataCheck();
float filterData();
void initialize_DMA();
//static void MX_SPI3_Init(void);
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void setToFiveHz(){
HAL_TIM_Base_Start_IT(&htim3);//Interrupt triggerd again for 5Hz
}
void resetFiveHz(){
HAL_TIM_Base_Stop_IT(&htim3);
}
void setToOneHz(){
HAL_TIM_Base_Start_IT(&htim5);//Interrupt triggerd again for 1Hz
}
void resetOneHz(){
HAL_TIM_Base_Stop_IT(&htim5);
}
void setSteady(){
resetOneHz();
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOC,GPIO_PIN_8,GPIO_PIN_RESET);
}
void setTimeWindow(){
{
for(loopCounter=0;loopCounter<=bufferSize;loopCounter++){
bufferA[loopCounter]=0;
bufferB[loopCounter]=0;
}
resetFilterBuffer();
}
adcConversion=0;
setResistor(1,128);
setResistor(0,128);

setSteady();

loopCounter=0;
generateSignal(freq);
//starting timeWindow Timer: TIMER4
HAL_TIM_Base_Start_IT(&htim4);
//Starting Sampling Rate Timer: TIMER2
HAL_TIM_Base_Start_IT(&htim2);
//HAL_ADC_Start_DMA(&hadc1, (uint32_t*) buffer, 256);
}
void resetTimeWindow(){
//Stopping sampling rate Timer:TIMER2
//HAL_TIM_Base_Stop_IT(&htim4);
HAL_TIM_Base_Stop_IT(&htim2);
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//HAL_ADC_Stop_IT(&hadc1);
//Stopping timeWindow Timer:TIMER4
HAL_TIM_Base_Stop_IT(&htim4);
setToFiveHz();
diseaseType=0;
sensorType=0;
timeWindowMessage1=0;
timeWindowMessage2=0;
/**
{
if(loopCounterB<bufferSize){
extraB=1;
}
if(loopCounterA<bufferSize){
extraA=1;
}
}
*/
b[0]=0xff;
b[1]=0xff;
//if((activeBufferA==1||activeBufferB==1)&&)
if((activeBufferB==1&&activeBufferA==0)&&(loopCounterB<bufferSize&&(
loopCounterB>=1))){
//extraB=1;
//sendB
//HAL_UART_Transmit_DMA(&huart2, bufferB, numberOfSampleInBufferB);
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferB,numberOfSampleInBufferB,tout);
activeBufferA=0;
activeBufferB=0;
numberOfSampleInBufferB=0;
// b[0]=0xff;
// b[1]=0xff;
// initialize_DMA();
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if((activeBufferA==1&&activeBufferB==0)&&(loopCounterA<bufferSize
&&(loopCounterA>=1))){
//extraA=1;
//HAL_UART_Transmit_DMA(&huart2, bufferA, numberOfSampleInBufferA);
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferA,numberOfSampleInBufferA,tout);
activeBufferA=0;
activeBufferB=0;
numberOfSampleInBufferA=0;
// b[0]=0xff;
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// b[1]=0xff;
//initialize_DMA();
//

HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferNonReal,(adcConversion<<1)
,2000);
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);

}
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferNonReal,(adcConversion<<1),1200);
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
//HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
//while(extraB!=0&&extraA!=0);
resetAllBuffer();
timeWindow1=0;
timeWindow2=0;
timeWindowMessage3=0;
timeWindow=0;
//CLEAR_BIT(RCC->AHB2ENR, RCC_AHB2ENR_ADCEN);
//printf("ready for next\r\n");
// HAL_Delay(10);
// putDDSToSleep();
resetWindowDone=1;
}
void initializeScanner(){
b[0]=0xff;
b[1]=0xff;
// b[2]=0x0a;
if (diseaseType==0){
if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’S’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’A’){
diseaseType=1;
printf("SA");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
//printf("SA");
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’s’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’a’){
diseaseType=1;
printf("sa");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
//printf("sa");
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’B’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’T’){
diseaseType=1;
printf("BT");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’b’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’t’){
diseaseType=1;
printf("bt");
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HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’P’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’D’){
diseaseType=1;
printf("PD");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’p’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’d’){
diseaseType=1;
printf("pd");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’A’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’R’){
diseaseType=1;
printf("AR");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’a’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’r’){
diseaseType=1;
printf("ar");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else{
printf("er");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
diseaseType=0;
}
}else if (diseaseType==1 && sensorType==0){
if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’E’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’C’){
sensorType=1;
printf("EC");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’e’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’c’){
sensorType=1;
printf("ec");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’H’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’R’){
sensorType=1;
printf("HR");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’h’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’r’){
sensorType=1;
printf("hr");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’B’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’R’){
sensorType=1;
printf("BR");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
//printf("BR");
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’b’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’r’){
sensorType=1;
printf("br");
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HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’P’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’O’){
sensorType=1;
printf("PO");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’p’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’o’){
sensorType=1;
printf("po");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’T’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’P’){
sensorType=1;
printf("TP");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else if(Rx_Buffer[0]==’t’&&Rx_Buffer[1]==’p’){
sensorType=1;
printf("tp");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else{
printf("er");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
sensorType=0;
}
}else if(diseaseType==1&&sensorType==1&&timeWindowMessage1==0&&
timeWindowMessage2==0&&timeWindowMessage3==0){
timeWindow1=(Rx_Buffer[0]-48)*10+(Rx_Buffer[1]-48);
time_echo[0]=(timeWindow1/10)+48;
time_echo[1]=(timeWindow1%10)+48;
//printf(time_echo);
//HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,time_echo,4,100);
timeWindow1*=1000;
timeWindowMessage1=1;
}else if(diseaseType==1&&sensorType==1&&timeWindowMessage1==1&&
timeWindowMessage2==0&&timeWindowMessage3==0){
timeWindow2=(Rx_Buffer[0]-48)*10+(Rx_Buffer[1]-48);
time_echo[2]=(timeWindow2/10)+48;
time_echo[3]=(timeWindow2%10)+48;
timeWindow2*=10;
// HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,time_echo,6,100);
rx_index=1;
timeWindowMessage2=1;
}else if(diseaseType==1&&sensorType==1&&timeWindowMessage1==1&&
timeWindowMessage2==1&&timeWindowMessage3==0){
timeWindow=(Rx_Buffer[1]-48);
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time_echo[4]=(timeWindow+48);
//time_echo[5]=(timeWindow%10)+48;
timeWindow=timeWindow1+timeWindow2+timeWindow;;
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,time_echo,7,100);
timeWindowMessage3=1;
}else if(diseaseType==1&&sensorType==1&&timeWindowMessage1==1&&
timeWindowMessage2==1&&timeWindowMessage3==1){
if((Rx_Buffer[0]==’O’||Rx_Buffer[0]==’o’)&&(Rx_Buffer[1]==’K’||
Rx_Buffer[1]==’k’)){
//printf("proceeding further\r\n");
//Stop 5Hz interrupt
resetFiveHz();
//Turn on 1 Hz interrupt
setToOneHz();
//intialize ADC conversion time total
if(timeWindow>0){
initializeTimeWindowCounter();
// datacheck starts here
// if(checkData()==1)
//dataCheck ends here
{
setTimeWindow();
}
}
//call function to generate DDS, change value of digital
potentiometer and
}else if((Rx_Buffer[0]==’N’||Rx_Buffer[0]==’n’)&&(Rx_Buffer[1]==
’K’||Rx_Buffer[1]==’k’)){
timeWindowMessage1=0;
timeWindowMessage2=0;
printf("er");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}else{
//timeWindowMessage=0;
timeWindowMessage1=0;
timeWindowMessage2=0;
printf("er");
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
}

}

}
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/**
void transmitBluetooth(char* s){
printf(s);
}
*/
void storeToBuffer(uint16_t data){

b[0]=((data)>>8)&0x00FF; //most significant bits
b[1]=(data)&0x00FF; //least signnificant bits

{
//buffer implementation bufferA, bufferB, send the inactive buffer data
if(loopCounterA<bufferSize&&activeBufferA==1){
bufferA[loopCounterA++]=b[0];//most significant byte
bufferA[loopCounterA++]=b[1]; //least signnificant bits
//bufferA[loopCounterA++]=b[2];
numberOfSampleInBufferA=loopCounterA;
//bufferA[loopCounterA++]=b[3];
}
if(loopCounterB<bufferSize&&activeBufferB==1){
bufferB[loopCounterB++]=b[0];//most significant byte
bufferB[loopCounterB++]=b[1]; //least signnificant bits
//bufferB[loopCounterB++]=b[2];
// bufferB[loopCounterB++]=b[3];
numberOfSampleInBufferB=loopCounterB;
}
}
//buffer implementation done

//Original transmission without buffer
//HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,ss,100);
////

++bluetoothTransmission;//debug variables

}
void storeAndSendBuffer(uint16_t data){
//STORING
b[0]=((data)>>8)&0x00FF; //most significant bits
b[1]=(data)&0x00FF; //least signnificant bits
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if(activeBufferA==1&&loopCounterA<bufferSize){
bufferA[loopCounterA++]=b[0];//most significant byte
bufferA[loopCounterA++]=b[1]; //least signnificant bits
numberOfSampleInBufferA=loopCounterA;
}if(activeBufferB==1&&loopCounterB<bufferSize){
bufferB[loopCounterB++]=b[0];//most significant byte
bufferB[loopCounterB++]=b[1]; //least signnificant bits
numberOfSampleInBufferB=loopCounterB;
}
//TRANSMITTING
if(loopCounterA>=bufferSize&&activeBufferA==1){
activeBufferA=0;
activeBufferB=1;
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferA,bufferSize,tout);
//HAL_UART_Transmit_DMA(&huart2, bufferA, bufferSize);
loopCounterA=0;
numberOfSampleInBufferA=0;
}else if(loopCounterB>=bufferSize&&activeBufferB==1){
activeBufferA=1;
activeBufferB=0;
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferB,bufferSize,tout);
// HAL_UART_Transmit_DMA(&huart2, bufferB, bufferSize);
loopCounterB=0;
numberOfSampleInBufferB=0;
}
//Transmission Section
}
/**
Sets the reistor to a specified resistance of Digital potentiometer:
AD5262
@param choice between resistor 1 or resistor 2 (0/1)
@param wiperPosition(0-255)
@return nothing
*/
void setResistor(uint8_t resistorAorB, uint8_t wiperPosition){
//spi2_disable();
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HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOB,GPIO_PIN_12,GPIO_PIN_SET);
//HAL_Delay(100);
//spi2_enable();
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOB,GPIO_PIN_12,GPIO_PIN_RESET);
HAL_SPI_Transmit_IT(&hspi2,&resistorAorB,1);
HAL_SPI_Transmit_IT(&hspi2,&wiperPosition,1);
//spi_disable();
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOB,GPIO_PIN_12,GPIO_PIN_SET);
}
void write_DDS(uint8_t x){
HAL_SPI_Transmit_IT(&hspi3,&x,1);
}
/**
Sets the frequency of DDS: AD9834
@param frequency, no more than Fclk(50000000)
@return nothing
*/
void generateSignal(int frequency){
volatile int x=(frequency*5.38);
volatile uint16_t lsb=0x0000,msb=0x0000,freqRegister=1;
volatile uint8_t eightBit=0x00;
lsb=(freqRegister<<14)|(x&0x00003FFF);//01+14 LSB
msb=(freqRegister<<14)|(x>>14); //01+14MSB
//HAL_Delay(50);
//
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOC,GPIO_PIN_9,GPIO_PIN_SET);
//spi_disable();
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOA,GPIO_PIN_15,GPIO_PIN_SET);
//HAL_Delay(100);
//spi_enable();
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOA,GPIO_PIN_15,GPIO_PIN_RESET);
write_DDS(0x21);
write_DDS(0x00);
eightBit=lsb>>8;
//printf("%d\n",eightBit);
write_DDS(eightBit);
eightBit=(lsb&(0x00FF));
write_DDS(eightBit);
eightBit=msb>>8;
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write_DDS(eightBit);
eightBit=(msb&(0x00FF));
write_DDS(eightBit);
write_DDS(0xC0);
write_DDS(0x00);
write_DDS(0x20);
write_DDS(0x00);
//spi_disable();
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOA,GPIO_PIN_15,GPIO_PIN_SET);
//HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOC,GPIO_PIN_9,GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//HAL_Delay(50);
}
void putDDSToSleep(){
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOA,GPIO_PIN_15,GPIO_PIN_SET);
//HAL_Delay(100);
//spi_enable();
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOA,GPIO_PIN_15,GPIO_PIN_RESET);
write_DDS(0x21);
write_DDS(0xC0);
//spi_disable
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOA,GPIO_PIN_15,GPIO_PIN_SET);
}
void initializeTimeWindowCounter(){
TIM_ClockConfigTypeDef sClockSourceConfig;
TIM_MasterConfigTypeDef sMasterConfig;
htim4.Instance = TIM4;
htim4.Init.Prescaler = 16000;
htim4.Init.CounterMode = TIM_COUNTERMODE_UP;
htim4.Init.Period = timeWindow-1;
htim4.Init.ClockDivision = TIM_CLOCKDIVISION_DIV1;
HAL_TIM_Base_Init(&htim4);
sClockSourceConfig.ClockSource = TIM_CLOCKSOURCE_INTERNAL;
HAL_TIM_ConfigClockSource(&htim4, &sClockSourceConfig);
sMasterConfig.MasterOutputTrigger = TIM_TRGO_RESET;
sMasterConfig.MasterSlaveMode = TIM_MASTERSLAVEMODE_DISABLE;
HAL_TIMEx_MasterConfigSynchronization(&htim4, &sMasterConfig);
}

/**
inside main: call this function within while looop
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*/
/**
void transmitBuffer(){
if(offlineMode==1){
}else{
if(loopCounterA>=bufferSize){
activeBufferA=0;
activeBufferB=1;
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferA,bufferSize,tout);
loopCounterA=0;
numberOfSampleInBufferA=0;
}else if(loopCounterB>=bufferSize){
activeBufferA=1;
activeBufferB=0;
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferB,bufferSize,tout);
loopCounterB=0;
numberOfSampleInBufferB=0;
}else if(extraB==1){
activeBufferA=1;
activeBufferB=0;
//HAL_Delay(100);
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferB,numberOfSampleInBufferB,tout);
loopCounterB=0;
numberOfSampleInBufferB=0;
extraB=0;
//extraA=0;
resetAllBuffer();
}else if(extraA==1){
activeBufferA=0;
activeBufferB=1;
// HAL_Delay(100);
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,bufferA,numberOfSampleInBufferA,tout);
loopCounterA=0;
numberOfSampleInBufferB=0;

extraA=0;
//transmission termination token
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/**
if(extraA==0&&extraB==0){
if(terminationTokenSent==0){
b[0]=0xFF;
b[1]=0xFF;
b[2]=0x0A;
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,3,100);
terminationTokenSent=1;
}
}
//termination token Sent
//extraB=0;
putDDSToSleep();
resetAllBuffer();
}
}

}*/
void resetAllBuffer(){
//resetting both Buffers: bufferA and bufferB
//for(loopCounter=0;loopCounter<=bufferSize;loopCounter++){
//bufferA[loopCounter]=0;
//bufferB[loopCounter]=0;
//}

/**
b[0]=0xFF;
b[1]=0xFF;
// b[2]=0x0A;
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart2,b,2,100);
*/
//buffer resetting done
time_echo[0]=0;
time_echo[1]=0;
time_echo[2]=0;
time_echo[3]=0;
time_echo[4]=0;
time_echo[5]=0xff;//time_echo[5]={’0’,’0’,’\r’,’\n’,’\0’}
time_echo[6]=0xff;
b[0]=0;b[1]=0;//b[2]=10;//b[3]={0,0,10} //adc most significant byte and
least significant byte ready
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Rx_Buffer[0]=0;Rx_Buffer[1]=0;Rx_Buffer[2]=’\0’;//Rx_Buffer[3]={0,0,’\0’}
Rx_data[0]=0;
rx_index=0;
loopCounterOffline=0;//offline buffer loopCounter
terminationTokenSent=0;
dataCheckDone=0;
//extraB=0;extraA=0;
timeKeeper=0;
//delete the variables below, these are for debugging
totalSample=0;
adcConversion=0;
bluetoothTransmission=0;

//

//debug variables
putDDSToSleep();
resetFilterBuffer();

}
void resetFilterBuffer(){
for(int filter_counter=0;filter_counter<NumberOfFilterCoefficient;
filter_counter++){
input[filter_counter]=0;
}
}
float filterData(uint16_t data){
filtered_data=0;
for(int i=0;i<NumberOfFilterCoefficient;i++){
filtered_data+=input[i]*h[NumberOfFilterCoefficient-i];
}
//shift operation
for(int i=0;i<NumberOfFilterCoefficient-1;i++){
input[i]=input[i+1];
}
input[NumberOfFilterCoefficient-1]=data;
return filtered_data;
}
char checkData(){
generateSignal(freq);
//generateSignal(9800000);
setResistor(1,128);
setResistor(0,128);
setSteady();
temporaryTimerWindow=timeWindow;
timeWindow=1;
//initialization done
for(dataCheckLoopCounter=0;dataCheckLoopCounter<offlineSamplingRate;
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dataCheckLoopCounter++){
dataCheck[dataCheckLoopCounter]=0;
}
HAL_TIM_Base_Start_IT(&htim4);
//Starting Sampling Rate Timer: TIMER2
HAL_TIM_Base_Start_IT(&htim2);
dataCheckDone=1;
resetFilterBuffer();
//Putting Original timeWindow data back to the variable
timeWindow=temporaryTimerWindow;
return 1;
}
void storeDataForDataCheck(uint16_t data){
filtered_data=filterData(data);
data=(uint16_t) filtered_data;
if(dataCheckLoopCounter<offlineSamplingRate){
dataCheck[dataCheckLoopCounter++]=data;
}
}

void initialize_DMA(){
__HAL_RCC_DMA1_CLK_ENABLE();
/* DMA interrupt init */
/* DMA1_Channel7_IRQn interrupt configuration */
HAL_NVIC_SetPriority(DMA1_Channel7_IRQn, 0, 0);
HAL_NVIC_EnableIRQ(DMA1_Channel7_IRQn);
}
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Appendix B
DReM Estimation Algorithm
1. Noise-contaminated ECG signal generation
(a) Individual noise: EMA, MA or BLW(ECG Noise Generation 10s.py)
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Mon Mar 16 14:06:41 2020
@author: mzaman
"""
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from random import randint
from random import seed
import numpy as np
from scipy.signal import resample
import wfdb
def plotscatter(x):
plt.figure(2)
ax1 = x.plot(kind=’scatter’, x=’Target True SNR’, y=’Calculated SNR
(BW)’, color=’r’,label=’Tuned SNR values (BW)’)
ax2 = x.plot(kind=’scatter’, x=’Target True SNR’, y=’Calculated SNR
(EM)’, color=’g’, label=’Tuned SNR values (EM)’,ax=ax1)
ax3 = x.plot(kind=’scatter’, x=’Target True SNR’, y=’Calculated SNR
(MA)’, color=’b’,label=’Tuned SNR values (MA)’, ax=ax1)
return
def findtheSNR(sig_,noise_):
#s=findtheEnergy(sig_)
#n=findtheEnergy(noise_)
#snr=10*np.log(s/n)
#print(s,n,snr)
return 10* np.log10(findtheEnergy(sig_)/findtheEnergy(noise_))
#return snr
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def findtheEnergy(sig_):
sig_fft=np.fft.fft(sig_)
sig_energy=np.sum(np.abs(np.multiply(sig_fft,np.conj(sig_fft))))/len
(sig_fft)
return sig_energy
def findamplitudeOfSpecificSNR(sig_,noise_,target_SNR):
amp_sqr=(findtheEnergy(sig_)/findtheEnergy(noise_))*10**((-1)*
target_SNR/10)
return np.sqrt(amp_sqr)
Dir=’/mnt/97d62ab7-2ec0-4584-ab7d-e3a279386675/sabbir/ESARP/
DataCheckingProject/SNR_Estimation/Noise_Generation/ECG/’
seed(10)
#Resampling
excellent_ecg=’/mnt/Data/sabbir/ESARP/DataCheckingProject/Database/
ECG_data/set-a/1029390’
file_noise=’/mnt/Data/sabbir/ESARP/Noise_stress_analysis/Noise_Stress.
csv’
save_fig=Dir+’Images/’
snr_csv=Dir+’Data/’
ecg=wfdb.rdrecord(excellent_ecg).__dict__[’p_signal’][:,1]
noise=pd.read_csv(file_noise)
plt.figure(1)
pulse_x=ecg
r=randint(0,650000-360*10)
bw=noise[’BW0’].iloc[r:r+360*10]
bw_rs=resample(bw,num=len(pulse_x))
r=randint(0,650000-360*10)
em=noise[’EM0’].iloc[r:r+360*10]
em_rs=resample(em,num=len(pulse_x))
r=randint(0,650000-360*10)
ma=noise[’MA0’].iloc[r:r+360*10]
ma_rs=resample(ma,num=len(pulse_x))
#p=pulses.drop([’Unnamed: 0’],axis=1)
snr_low=-100
snr_high=100
step=0.1
i_x=list(np.arange(snr_low,snr_high,step).round(decimals=2))
snr_level=[’SNR_’+str(element) for element in i_x]
BW=pd.DataFrame(columns=snr_level)
EM=pd.DataFrame(columns=snr_level)
MA=pd.DataFrame(columns=snr_level)
calculated_SNR_bw=[]
calculated_SNR_em=[]
calculated_SNR_ma=[]
i_list=[]
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noise_sample=pd.DataFrame({’BW’:bw_rs,’EM’:em_rs,’MA’:ma_rs})
for i in i_x:
i_list.append(i)
plt.close()
a=findamplitudeOfSpecificSNR(sig_=pulse_x,noise_=bw_rs,target_SNR=i)
#print(a,i*0.5,’BW’)
calculated_SNR_bw.append(findtheSNR(pulse_x,a*bw_rs))
#plt.plot(pulse_x+a*bw_rs,label=str(i*0.5)+’a=’ +str(a)+’dB with BW
’)
BW[’SNR_’+str(i)]=pulse_x+a*bw_rs
plt.plot(BW[’SNR_’+str(i)])
plt.show()
plt.savefig(save_fig+’BW_SNR_’+str(i)+’_dB_’+’a_’+str(a)+’.png’)
#plt.legend()
plt.close()
a=findamplitudeOfSpecificSNR(sig_=pulse_x,noise_=em_rs,target_SNR=i)
calculated_SNR_em.append(findtheSNR(pulse_x,a*em_rs))
#plt.legend()
EM[’SNR_’+str(i)]=pulse_x+a*em_rs
plt.plot(EM[’SNR_’+str(i)])
plt.show()
plt.savefig(save_fig+’EM_SNR_’+str(i)+’_dB_’+’a_’+str(a)+’.png’)
plt.close()
a=findamplitudeOfSpecificSNR(sig_=pulse_x,noise_=ma_rs,target_SNR=i)
calculated_SNR_ma.append(findtheSNR(pulse_x,a*ma_rs))
MA[’SNR_’+str(i)]=pulse_x+a*ma_rs
plt.plot(MA[’SNR_’+str(i)])
plt.show()
plt.savefig(save_fig+’MA_SNR_’+str(i)+’_dB_’+’a_’+str(a)+’.png’)
#SNR_frame.iloc[i]=[i*0.5,calculated_SNR_bw,calculated_SNR_em,
calculated_SNR_ma]
SNR_frame=pd.DataFrame({’Target True SNR’:i_list,’Calculated SNR (BW)’:
calculated_SNR_bw,’Calculated SNR (EM)’:calculated_SNR_em,’
Calculated SNR (MA)’:calculated_SNR_ma})
BW.to_csv(snr_csv+’BW.csv’,index=False)
EM.to_csv(snr_csv+’EM.csv’,index=False)
MA.to_csv(snr_csv+’MA.csv’,index=False)
noise_sample.to_csv(snr_csv+’noise_sample.csv’,index=False)

(b) Combined noise: EMA+ MA +BLW(ECG Noise Generation 10s Together BW EM
MA.py)
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
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"""
Created on Thu Jul 2 18:47:18 2020
@author: sabbir
"""

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Mon Mar 16 14:06:41 2020
@author: mzaman
"""
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from random import randint
from random import seed
import numpy as np
from scipy.signal import resample
import wfdb
def plotscatter(x):
plt.figure(2)
ax1 = x.plot(kind=’scatter’, x=’Target True SNR’, y=’Calculated SNR
(BW)’, color=’r’,label=’Tuned SNR values (BW)’)
ax2 = x.plot(kind=’scatter’, x=’Target True SNR’, y=’Calculated SNR
(EM)’, color=’g’, label=’Tuned SNR values (EM)’,ax=ax1)
ax3 = x.plot(kind=’scatter’, x=’Target True SNR’, y=’Calculated SNR
(MA)’, color=’b’,label=’Tuned SNR values (MA)’, ax=ax1)
return
def findtheSNR(sig_,noise_):
#s=findtheEnergy(sig_)
#n=findtheEnergy(noise_)
#snr=10*np.log(s/n)
#print(s,n,snr)
return 10* np.log10(findtheEnergy(sig_)/findtheEnergy(noise_))
#return snr
def findtheEnergy(sig_):
sig_fft=np.fft.fft(sig_)
sig_energy=np.sum(np.abs(np.multiply(sig_fft,np.conj(sig_fft))))/len
(sig_fft)
return sig_energy
def findamplitudeOfSpecificSNR(sig_,noise_,target_SNR):
amp_sqr=(findtheEnergy(sig_)/findtheEnergy(noise_))*10**((-1)*
target_SNR/10)
return np.sqrt(amp_sqr)
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Dir=’/home/sabbir/Data/ESARP/DataCheckingProject/SNR_Estimation/
Noise_Generation/ECG/’
seed(10)
#Resampling
excellent_ecg=’/home/sabbir/Data/ESARP/DataCheckingProject/Database/
ECG_data/set-a/1029390’
file_noise=’/home/sabbir/Data/ESARP/Noise_stress_analysis/Noise_Stress.
csv’
save_fig=Dir+’Images/Noisy_Signal/BW_MA_EM_Together_New/’
snr_csv=Dir+’Data/’
ecg=wfdb.rdrecord(excellent_ecg).__dict__[’p_signal’][:,1]
noise=pd.read_csv(file_noise)
plt.figure(1)
pulse_x=ecg
r=randint(0,650000-360*10)
bw=noise[’BW0’].iloc[r:r+360*10]
bw_rs=resample(bw,num=len(pulse_x))
r=randint(0,650000-360*10)
em=noise[’EM0’].iloc[r:r+360*10]
em_rs=resample(em,num=len(pulse_x))
r=randint(0,650000-360*10)
ma=noise[’MA0’].iloc[r:r+360*10]
ma_rs=resample(ma,num=len(pulse_x))
mixed_noise_rs=bw_rs+ma_rs+em_rs
#p=pulses.drop([’Unnamed: 0’],axis=1)
snr_low=-50
snr_high=50
step=0.1
i_x=list(np.arange(snr_low,snr_high,step).round(decimals=2))
snr_level=[’SNR_’+str(element) for element in i_x]

mixed=pd.DataFrame(columns=snr_level)

calculated_SNR_mixed=[]
i_list=[]
noise_sample=pd.DataFrame({’BW’:bw_rs,’EM’:em_rs,’MA’:ma_rs,’Mixed’:
mixed_noise_rs})
for i in i_x:
i_list.append(i)
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plt.close()
a=findamplitudeOfSpecificSNR(sig_=pulse_x,noise_=mixed_noise_rs,
target_SNR=i)
#print(a,i*0.5,’BW’)
calculated_SNR_mixed.append(findtheSNR(pulse_x,a*mixed_noise_rs))
mixed[’SNR_’+str(i)]=pulse_x+a*mixed_noise_rs
plt.plot(mixed[’SNR_’+str(i)])
plt.show()
plt.savefig(save_fig+’Mixed_SNR_’+str(i)+’_dB_’+’a_’+str(a)+’.png’)
#plt.legend()

#SNR_frame.iloc[i]=[i*0.5,calculated_SNR_bw,calculated_SNR_em,
calculated_SNR_ma]
SNR_frame=pd.DataFrame({’Target True SNR’:i_list,’Calculated SNR (Mixed)
’:calculated_SNR_mixed})
noise_sample.to_csv(snr_csv+’Mixed_noise_sample.csv’,index=False)
mixed.to_csv(snr_csv+’Mixed_BW_EM_MA_new.csv’,index=False)

2. Feature extraction (Time Series Feature Extraction.py)
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Mon May 4 13:31:06 2020
@author: sabbir
"""

import tsfel
import pandas as pd
# load dataset
sig_dir_=’/home/sabbir/Data/ESARP/DataCheckingProject/SNR_Estimation/
Noise_Generation/ECG/Data/’
sig_dir=sig_dir_+’Mixed_BW_EM_MA.csv’
col_list=[’FFT mean coefficient_0’, ’FFT mean coefficient_1’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_2’, ’FFT mean coefficient_3’, ’FFT mean coefficient_4’, ’FFT
mean coefficient_5’, ’FFT mean coefficient_6’, ’FFT mean coefficient_7’,
’FFT mean coefficient_8’, ’FFT mean coefficient_9’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_10’, ’FFT mean coefficient_11’, ’FFT mean coefficient_12’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_13’, ’FFT mean coefficient_14’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_15’, ’FFT mean coefficient_16’, ’FFT mean coefficient_17’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_18’, ’FFT mean coefficient_19’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_20’, ’FFT mean coefficient_21’, ’FFT mean coefficient_22’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_23’, ’FFT mean coefficient_24’, ’FFT mean
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coefficient_25’, ’FFT mean coefficient_26’, ’FFT mean coefficient_27’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_28’, ’FFT mean coefficient_29’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_30’, ’FFT mean coefficient_31’, ’FFT mean coefficient_32’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_33’, ’FFT mean coefficient_34’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_35’, ’FFT mean coefficient_36’, ’FFT mean coefficient_37’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_38’, ’FFT mean coefficient_39’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_40’, ’FFT mean coefficient_41’, ’FFT mean coefficient_42’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_43’, ’FFT mean coefficient_44’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_45’, ’FFT mean coefficient_46’, ’FFT mean coefficient_47’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_48’, ’FFT mean coefficient_49’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_50’, ’FFT mean coefficient_51’, ’FFT mean coefficient_52’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_53’, ’FFT mean coefficient_54’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_55’, ’FFT mean coefficient_56’, ’FFT mean coefficient_57’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_58’, ’FFT mean coefficient_59’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_60’, ’FFT mean coefficient_61’, ’FFT mean coefficient_62’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_63’, ’FFT mean coefficient_64’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_65’, ’FFT mean coefficient_66’, ’FFT mean coefficient_67’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_68’, ’FFT mean coefficient_69’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_70’, ’FFT mean coefficient_71’, ’FFT mean coefficient_72’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_73’, ’FFT mean coefficient_74’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_75’, ’FFT mean coefficient_76’, ’FFT mean coefficient_77’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_78’, ’FFT mean coefficient_79’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_80’, ’FFT mean coefficient_81’, ’FFT mean coefficient_82’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_83’, ’FFT mean coefficient_84’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_85’, ’FFT mean coefficient_86’, ’FFT mean coefficient_87’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_88’, ’FFT mean coefficient_89’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_90’, ’FFT mean coefficient_91’, ’FFT mean coefficient_92’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_93’, ’FFT mean coefficient_94’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_95’, ’FFT mean coefficient_96’, ’FFT mean coefficient_97’, ’
FFT mean coefficient_98’, ’FFT mean coefficient_99’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_100’, ’FFT mean coefficient_101’, ’FFT mean coefficient_102’,
’FFT mean coefficient_103’, ’FFT mean coefficient_104’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_105’, ’FFT mean coefficient_106’, ’FFT mean coefficient_107’,
’FFT mean coefficient_108’, ’FFT mean coefficient_109’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_110’, ’FFT mean coefficient_111’, ’FFT mean coefficient_112’,
’FFT mean coefficient_113’, ’FFT mean coefficient_114’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_115’, ’FFT mean coefficient_116’, ’FFT mean coefficient_117’,
’FFT mean coefficient_118’, ’FFT mean coefficient_119’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_120’, ’FFT mean coefficient_121’, ’FFT mean coefficient_122’,
’FFT mean coefficient_123’, ’FFT mean coefficient_124’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_125’, ’FFT mean coefficient_126’, ’FFT mean coefficient_127’,
’FFT mean coefficient_128’, ’FFT mean coefficient_129’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_130’, ’FFT mean coefficient_131’, ’FFT mean coefficient_132’,
’FFT mean coefficient_133’, ’FFT mean coefficient_134’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_135’, ’FFT mean coefficient_136’, ’FFT mean coefficient_137’,
’FFT mean coefficient_138’, ’FFT mean coefficient_139’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_140’, ’FFT mean coefficient_141’, ’FFT mean coefficient_142’,
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’FFT mean coefficient_143’, ’FFT mean coefficient_144’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_145’, ’FFT mean coefficient_146’, ’FFT mean coefficient_147’,
’FFT mean coefficient_148’, ’FFT mean coefficient_149’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_150’, ’FFT mean coefficient_151’, ’FFT mean coefficient_152’,
’FFT mean coefficient_153’, ’FFT mean coefficient_154’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_155’, ’FFT mean coefficient_156’, ’FFT mean coefficient_157’,
’FFT mean coefficient_158’, ’FFT mean coefficient_159’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_160’, ’FFT mean coefficient_161’, ’FFT mean coefficient_162’,
’FFT mean coefficient_163’, ’FFT mean coefficient_164’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_165’, ’FFT mean coefficient_166’, ’FFT mean coefficient_167’,
’FFT mean coefficient_168’, ’FFT mean coefficient_169’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_170’, ’FFT mean coefficient_171’, ’FFT mean coefficient_172’,
’FFT mean coefficient_173’, ’FFT mean coefficient_174’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_175’, ’FFT mean coefficient_176’, ’FFT mean coefficient_177’,
’FFT mean coefficient_178’, ’FFT mean coefficient_179’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_180’, ’FFT mean coefficient_181’, ’FFT mean coefficient_182’,
’FFT mean coefficient_183’, ’FFT mean coefficient_184’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_185’, ’FFT mean coefficient_186’, ’FFT mean coefficient_187’,
’FFT mean coefficient_188’, ’FFT mean coefficient_189’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_190’, ’FFT mean coefficient_191’, ’FFT mean coefficient_192’,
’FFT mean coefficient_193’, ’FFT mean coefficient_194’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_195’, ’FFT mean coefficient_196’, ’FFT mean coefficient_197’,
’FFT mean coefficient_198’, ’FFT mean coefficient_199’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_200’, ’FFT mean coefficient_201’, ’FFT mean coefficient_202’,
’FFT mean coefficient_203’, ’FFT mean coefficient_204’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_205’, ’FFT mean coefficient_206’, ’FFT mean coefficient_207’,
’FFT mean coefficient_208’, ’FFT mean coefficient_209’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_210’, ’FFT mean coefficient_211’, ’FFT mean coefficient_212’,
’FFT mean coefficient_213’, ’FFT mean coefficient_214’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_215’, ’FFT mean coefficient_216’, ’FFT mean coefficient_217’,
’FFT mean coefficient_218’, ’FFT mean coefficient_219’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_220’, ’FFT mean coefficient_221’, ’FFT mean coefficient_222’,
’FFT mean coefficient_223’, ’FFT mean coefficient_224’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_225’, ’FFT mean coefficient_226’, ’FFT mean coefficient_227’,
’FFT mean coefficient_228’, ’FFT mean coefficient_229’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_230’, ’FFT mean coefficient_231’, ’FFT mean coefficient_232’,
’FFT mean coefficient_233’, ’FFT mean coefficient_234’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_235’, ’FFT mean coefficient_236’, ’FFT mean coefficient_237’,
’FFT mean coefficient_238’, ’FFT mean coefficient_239’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_240’, ’FFT mean coefficient_241’, ’FFT mean coefficient_242’,
’FFT mean coefficient_243’, ’FFT mean coefficient_244’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_245’, ’FFT mean coefficient_246’, ’FFT mean coefficient_247’,
’FFT mean coefficient_248’, ’FFT mean coefficient_249’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_250’, ’FFT mean coefficient_251’, ’FFT mean coefficient_252’,
’FFT mean coefficient_253’, ’FFT mean coefficient_254’, ’FFT mean
coefficient_255’, ’Fundamental frequency’, ’Human range energy’, ’LPCC_0’
, ’LPCC_1’, ’LPCC_2’, ’LPCC_3’, ’LPCC_4’, ’LPCC_5’, ’LPCC_6’, ’LPCC_7’, ’
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LPCC_8’, ’LPCC_9’, ’LPCC_10’, ’LPCC_11’, ’MFCC_0’, ’MFCC_1’, ’MFCC_2’, ’
MFCC_3’, ’MFCC_4’, ’MFCC_5’, ’MFCC_6’, ’MFCC_7’, ’MFCC_8’, ’MFCC_9’, ’
MFCC_10’, ’MFCC_11’, ’Max power spectrum’, ’Maximum frequency’, ’Median
frequency’, ’Power bandwidth’, ’Spectral centroid’, ’Spectral decrease’,
’Spectral distance’, ’Spectral kurtosis’, ’Spectral maximum peaks’, ’
Spectral roll-off’, ’Spectral roll-on’, ’Spectral skewness’, ’Spectral
slope’, ’Spectral spread’, ’Spectral variation’, ’Spectral entropy’, ’
Wavelet entropy’, ’Wavelet absolute mean_0’, ’Wavelet absolute mean_1’, ’
Wavelet absolute mean_2’, ’Wavelet absolute mean_3’, ’Wavelet absolute
mean_4’, ’Wavelet absolute mean_5’, ’Wavelet absolute mean_6’, ’Wavelet
absolute mean_7’, ’Wavelet absolute mean_8’, ’Wavelet standard
deviation_0’, ’Wavelet standard deviation_1’, ’Wavelet standard
deviation_2’, ’Wavelet standard deviation_3’, ’Wavelet standard
deviation_4’, ’Wavelet standard deviation_5’, ’Wavelet standard
deviation_6’, ’Wavelet standard deviation_7’, ’Wavelet standard
deviation_8’, ’Wavelet variance_0’, ’Wavelet variance_1’, ’Wavelet
variance_2’, ’Wavelet variance_3’, ’Wavelet variance_4’, ’Wavelet
variance_5’, ’Wavelet variance_6’, ’Wavelet variance_7’, ’Wavelet
variance_8’, ’Wavelet energy_0’, ’Wavelet energy_1’, ’Wavelet energy_2’,
’Wavelet energy_3’, ’Wavelet energy_4’, ’Wavelet energy_5’, ’Wavelet
energy_6’, ’Wavelet energy_7’, ’Wavelet energy_8’, ’Histogram_0’, ’
Histogram_1’, ’Histogram_2’, ’Histogram_3’, ’Histogram_4’, ’Histogram_5’,
’Histogram_6’, ’Histogram_7’, ’Histogram_8’, ’Histogram_9’, ’
Interquartile range’, ’Kurtosis’, ’Max’, ’Mean’, ’Mean absolute deviation
’, ’Median’, ’Median absolute deviation’, ’Min’, ’Root mean square’, ’
Skewness’, ’Standard deviation’, ’Variance’, ’ECDF_0’, ’ECDF_1’, ’ECDF_2’
, ’ECDF_3’, ’ECDF_4’, ’ECDF_5’, ’ECDF_6’, ’ECDF_7’, ’ECDF_8’, ’ECDF_9’, ’
ECDF Percentile_0’, ’ECDF Percentile_1’, ’ECDF Slope’, ’ECDF Percentile
Count_0’, ’ECDF Percentile Count_1’, ’Autocorrelation’, ’Centroid’, ’
Maximum peaks’, ’Mean absolute diff’, ’Mean diff’, ’Median absolute diff’
, ’Median diff’, ’Minimum peaks’, ’Signal distance’, ’Sum absolute diff’,
’Total energy’, ’Slope’, ’Zero crossing rate’, ’Area under the curve’, ’
Absolute energy’, ’Peak to peak distance’, ’Entropy’]
col_list.append(’SNR’)
X=pd.DataFrame(columns=col_list)
df = pd.read_csv(sig_dir)
i=0
for col in df.columns:
sig_=df[col]
actual_snr=float(col.split(’_’)[1])
# Retrieves a pre-defined feature configuration file to extract all
available features
cfg = tsfel.get_features_by_domain()
# Extract features
X_temp = tsfel.time_series_features_extractor(cfg, sig_,fs=500)
t=list(X_temp.values.reshape(1,-1)[0])
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t.append(actual_snr)
X.loc[i]=t
i=i+1
X.to_csv(sig_dir_+’Feature_Matrix/-50To+50dB/Mixed_BW_EM_MA_Feature_Matrix.
csv’)

3. Finding the minimum number of features (FindingMinimumNumberOfFeature.py)
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed Feb 3 20:56:17 2021
@author: sbz
"""
import pandas as pd
feature_top_fifty=[’MFCC_5’,
’Wavelet entropy’,
’MFCC_1’,
’Spectral entropy’,
’Max power spectrum’,
’Centroid’,
’Entropy’,
’Skewness’,
’MFCC_4’,
’Human range energy’,
’Spectral variation’,
’MFCC_0’,
’Kurtosis’,
’MFCC_3’,
’Spectral decrease’,
’LPCC_5’,
’LPCC_7’,
’MFCC_10’,
’Maximum frequency’,
’Spectral roll-off’,
’LPCC_6’,
’MFCC_11’,
’LPCC_10’,
’LPCC_2’,
’MFCC_7’,
’MFCC_2’,
’Spectral centroid’,
’LPCC_3’,
’LPCC_9’,
’LPCC_11’,
’LPCC_1’,
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’MFCC_9’,
’Spectral spread’,
’Histogram_4’,
’Histogram_5’,
’Spectral skewness’,
’MFCC_8’,
’Spectral kurtosis’,
’Spectral slope’,
’ECDF Slope’]
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPRegressor
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
from sklearn.model_selection import cross_validate
#from sklearn.metrics import recall_score
mother_dir=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/Publication_Mine/2ndJournal/Analysis/’
training_set_dir=mother_dir+’Feature_Matrix/-50To+50dB/Training/
Mixed_Combined_Feature_Matrix_SQI_TrainingSet.csv’
col=feature_top_fifty.copy()
col.append(’SQI’)
dataset=pd.read_csv(training_set_dir,usecols=col)
#X=dataset[top_feature_based_on_mi].values
y=dataset[’SQI’].values
#scores_dataFrame=pd.DataFrame()
final_scores_dataFrame=pd.DataFrame(columns=[’No. of top ranked features’,’
Training_R2 score’,’Training_RMSE’, ’Training_MAE’,’Testing_R2 score’,’
Testing_RMSE’, ’Testing_MAE’ ])
reg = MLPRegressor(hidden_layer_sizes=(10,10), activation=’relu’, solver=’
adam’, alpha=0.001,batch_size=’auto’,
learning_rate=’constant’, learning_rate_init=0.01, power_t=0.5,
max_iter=10000, shuffle=True,
random_state=None, tol=0.0001, verbose=False, warm_start=False,
momentum=0.9,
nesterovs_momentum=True, early_stopping=False,
validation_fraction=0.1, beta_1=0.9, beta_2=0.999,
epsilon=1e-08)
ind=0
scoring = [’r2’, ’neg_root_mean_squared_error’,’neg_mean_absolute_error’]
for i in range(1,len(feature_top_fifty)+1):
X=dataset[feature_top_fifty[:i]]
#creating a model and configuring it with hyper-parameter
scores = cross_validate(reg, X, y, cv=5,scoring=scoring,
return_train_score=True)
# scores_dataFrame[i]=scores
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#print(’scores for first ’,i,’ top ranked features: ’, scores)
final_scores_dataFrame.loc[ind]=[i,np.mean(scores[’train_r2’]),(-1)*np.
mean(scores[’train_neg_root_mean_squared_error’]),(-1)*np.mean(scores
[’train_neg_mean_absolute_error’]),np.mean(scores[’test_r2’]),(-1)*np
.mean(scores[’test_neg_root_mean_squared_error’]),(-1)*np.mean(scores
[’test_neg_mean_absolute_error’])]
ind+=1
#ax=final_scores_dataFrame.plot.bar(x=’No. of top ranked features’, y=’Mean
score’, rot=0)
final_scores_dataFrame.to_csv(mother_dir+’Minimum_number_features/
Mixed_CV_Performance_R2_RMSE_MAE.csv’,index=False)

4. Finding the best model (Finding Bestmodel.py)
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed Feb 17 12:07:18 2021
@author: sbz
"""

from sklearn.svm import SVR
from sklearn import linear_model
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPRegressor
import pandas as pd
mother_dir=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/Publication_Mine/2ndJournal/Analysis/’
train_set_dir=mother_dir+’Feature_Matrix/-50To+50dB/Training/
Mixed_Combined_Feature_Matrix_SQI_TrainingSet.csv’
#train_set_dir=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/DataCheckingProject/SNR_Estimation/
Noise_Generation/ECG/Data/Feature_Matrix/-50To+50dB/Training/
Mixed_BW_EM_MA_SQI_Feature_Matrix_TrainingSet.csv’
test_set_dir=mother_dir+’Feature_Matrix/-50To+50dB/Testing/
Mixed_Combined_Feature_Matrix_SQI_TrainingSet.csv’

train_dataset=pd.read_csv(train_set_dir)
#test_dataset=pd.read_csv(test_set_dir)
#feature=[’MFCC_6’, ’Spectral centroid’, ’Spectral slope’, ’Spectral
skewness’, ’Spectral spread’, ’Spectral kurtosis’, ’Spectral decrease’, ’
Human range energy’, ’MFCC_9’, ’LPCC_8’, ’LPCC_4’, ’MFCC_0’, ’Maximum
frequency’, ’Spectral roll-off’, ’Centroid’, ’ECDF Slope’, ’Wavelet
entropy’, ’MFCC_10’]
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feature=[’MFCC_5’, ’Wavelet entropy’, ’MFCC_1’, ’Spectral entropy’]
X_train=train_dataset[feature].values
y_train=train_dataset.iloc[:,-1].values
#X_test=test_dataset[feature].values
#y_test=test_dataset.iloc[:,-1].values
#
=============================================================================
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
X_train,X_test,y_train,y_test=train_test_split(X_train,y_train,test_size
=0.2,random_state=42)
####Parameter 1
#
=============================================================================
# reg = linear_model.Lasso(alpha=0.0001, copy_X=True, fit_intercept=True,
max_iter=10000,
# normalize=False, positive=False, precompute=False, random_state=None,
# selection=’cyclic’, tol=0.0001, warm_start=False)
#
#
=============================================================================

###Parameter 2 Best performer
#
=============================================================================
# reg=linear_model.Lasso(alpha=0.0001, copy_X=True, fit_intercept=True,
max_iter=10000,
# normalize=False, positive=False, precompute=False, random_state=None,
# selection=’cyclic’, tol=0.0001, warm_start=False)
#
#
#
=============================================================================

###Parameter 3
#
=============================================================================
# reg=linear_model.Lasso(alpha=0.0001, copy_X=True, fit_intercept=True,
max_iter=5000,
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# normalize=False, positive=False, precompute=False, random_state=None,
# selection=’cyclic’, tol=0.01, warm_start=False)
#
=============================================================================

#
=============================================================================
# reg=neural_network.MLPRegressor(activation=’relu’, alpha=0.0001,
batch_size=’auto’, beta_1=0.9,
# beta_2=0.999, early_stopping=False, epsilon=1e-08,
# hidden_layer_sizes=(13, 9), learning_rate=’constant’,
# learning_rate_init=0.001, max_fun=15000, max_iter=10000,
# momentum=0.9, n_iter_no_change=10, nesterovs_momentum=True,
# power_t=0.5, random_state=None, shuffle=True, solver=’adam’,
# tol=0.0001, validation_fraction=0.1, verbose=False,
# warm_start=False)
#
=============================================================================
#
=============================================================================
# reg=svm.SVR(C=1.0, cache_size=200, coef0=0.0, degree=3, epsilon=0.1, gamma
=’scale’,
# kernel=’linear’, max_iter=-1, shrinking=True, tol=0.0005, verbose=False)
#
=============================================================================
#reg=linear_model.Lasso(alpha=0.0001, tol=0.001)
#reg=MLPRegressor(activation=’tanh’, alpha=0.05, hidden_layer_sizes=(3, 3))
reg=SVR(epsilon=0.01, tol=0.0001)
reg.fit(X_train, y_train)
y_pred = reg.predict(X_test)
pred_y_train = reg.predict(X_train)
#training_loss = get_square_error(y_train, pred_y_train)
#test_loss = get_square_error(test_y, pred_y_test)
#print(reg.loss_)
import seaborn as sns; sns.set()
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
ax = sns.scatterplot(x=range(0,len(y_test)), y=y_test,label=’True SNR’)
ax=sns.scatterplot(x=range(0,len(y_pred)), y=y_pred,label=’Predicted SNR’)
#ax=sns.scatterplot(x=y_test,y=y_pred)
#plt.xlabel(’True SNR’)
#plt.ylabel(’Predicted SNR’)
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from sklearn import metrics
import numpy as np
print(’Mean Absolute Error:’, metrics.mean_absolute_error(y_test, y_pred))
#print(’Mean Squared Error:’, metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, y_pred))
print(’Root Mean Squared Error:’, np.sqrt(metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test,
y_pred)))
print(’R^2:’,metrics.r2_score(y_test,y_pred))
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Appendix C
ECG beat detection algorithm
1. Feature extraction (FeatureExtractionAll.py)
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Tue Nov 24 11:06:22 2020
@author: sbz
"""

import pandas as pd
from biosppy.signals import ecg
import neurokit2 as nk
import wfdb
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from scipy.signal import argrelmin
import numpy as np
def findQ(r_index, r_r_interval,ecg_wave):
Q_range=[r_index-int(r_r_interval/8),r_index]
if(Q_range[0]<0):
return -1
x=ecg_wave[Q_range[0]:Q_range[1]]
p=np.where(x==x.min())
Q_index=-1 if((Q_range[0]+p[0][0])<0) else Q_range[0]+p[0][0]
return Q_index
def findS(r_index, r_r_interval,ecg_wave):
S_range=[r_index,r_index+int(r_r_interval/4)]
x=ecg_wave[S_range[0]:S_range[1]]
p=np.where(x==x.min())
S_index=S_range[0]+p[0][0]
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S_index=-1 if((S_range[0]+p[0][0])>len(ecg_wave)) else S_range[0]+p[0][0]
return S_index
def findP(r_index,q_index ,r_r_interval,ecg_wave):
P_range=[r_index-int(r_r_interval*3/8),q_index]
if (P_range[0]<0):
return -1
else:
x=ecg_wave[P_range[0]:P_range[1]]
p=np.where(x==x.max())
P_index=-1 if ((P_range[0]+p[0][0])<0) else P_range[0]+p[0][0]
return P_index
def findT(r_index ,r_r_interval,ecg_wave):
T_range=[r_index+int(r_r_interval/4),r_index+int(r_r_interval*3/8)]
if (T_range[1]>len(ecg_wave)):
return -1
else:
x=ecg_wave[T_range[0]:T_range[1]]
p=np.where(x==x.max())
T_index= T_range[0]+p[0][0]
return T_index

file_location=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/Arrhythmia_Detection_Project/Data/’
mit_bih=file_location+’mit-bih-arrhythmia-database-1.0.0/’
dataset1=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/Arrhythmia_Detection_Project/Data/DS1/
BaseLine_Removed/’
DS1=[’101’, ’106’, ’108’, ’109’, ’112’, ’114’, ’115’, ’116’, ’118’, ’119’, ’
122’, ’124’, ’201’, ’203’, ’205’, ’207’, ’208’, ’209’, ’215’, ’220’, ’223
’, ’230’]
#DS1=[’207’]
for recData in DS1:
data=pd.read_csv(dataset1+recData+’.csv’)
MLII=data[’Lead MLII’].values
data_record=wfdb.rdrecord(mit_bih+DS1[0]).__dict__
annotation=wfdb.rdann(mit_bih+DS1[0],’atr’).__dict__
sample=annotation[’sample’]
r_peaks_MLII=pd.DataFrame({’Peaks_MLII’:sample})
r=[int(i) for i in r_peaks_MLII[’Peaks_MLII’].values]
#templates,rpeaks_r=ecg.extract_heartbeats(signal=MLII,rpeaks=r,
sampling_rate=360)
mean_rr=int((r_peaks_MLII.diff(axis=0).dropna(axis=0)).mean())
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#Q_range=[r[1]-int(mean_rr/8),r[1]]
#x=MLII[Q_range[0]:Q_range[1]]
#p=np.where(x==x.min())
#Q_index=Q_range[0]+p[0][0]
#plt.plot(MLII)
QR_location=[]
amp_feature=pd.DataFrame(columns=[’P’,’Q’,’R’,’S’,’T’,’QRS_width’,’
QT_Width’,’QR_width’,’PQ_width’,’PR_width’,’Average R-R interval’,’
Pre R-R interval’,’Post R-R interval’,’Local Average R-R interval’,’
Beat_location’,’Beat Type’])
symbol=annotation[’symbol’]
pos=0
#QRS_width=[]
pre_rr_interval=0
post_rr_interval=0
#l_average_array=np.array([0,0,0,0,0,(r[1]-r[0])/360,(r[2]-r[1])/360,(r
[3]-r[2])/360,(r[4]-r[3])/360,(r[5]-r[4])/360])
for i in r:
# blank=[]
Q_index=findQ(i,mean_rr,MLII)
S_index=findS(i,mean_rr,MLII)
P_index=findP(i,Q_index,mean_rr,MLII)
T_index=findT(i,mean_rr,MLII)
QRS_width=np.nan if (Q_index<0 or S_index<0) else ((S_index-Q_index)
/360)
QT_width=np.nan if (Q_index<0 or T_index<0) else ((T_index-Q_index)
/360)
QR_width=np.nan if (Q_index<0 or i<0) else ((i-Q_index)/360)
PQ_width=np.nan if (Q_index<0 or P_index<0) else ((Q_index-P_index)
/360)
PR_width=np.nan if (P_index<0 or i<0) else ((i-P_index)/360)
post_rr_interval= 0 if(i==r[len(r)-1]) else (r[pos+1]-i)/360
pre_rr_interval= 0 if(i==r[0]) else post_rr_interval
l_average_list=[]
if(pos<5):
#left_list=r[0:pos+1]
#right_list=r[pos:pos+5]
#l_average_array=np.array(left_list.extend(right_list))
l_average_list=r[0:pos+5]
elif (pos>(len(r)-1)-5):
left_list=r[pos-5:pos]
right_list=r[pos:len(r)-1]
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#l_average_array=np.array(left_list.extend(right_list))
l_average_list=r[pos-5:len(r)-1]
else:
l_average_list=r[pos-5:pos+5]
#l_average_array=np.array(l_average_list)
local_average_rr=np.mean(np.ediff1d(np.array(l_average_list)))/360
amp_feature.loc[pos]=[np.nan if P_index<0 else MLII[P_index],np.nan
if Q_index<0 else MLII[Q_index],MLII[i],np.nan if S_index<0 else
MLII[S_index],np.nan if T_index<0 else MLII[T_index],QRS_width,
QT_width,QR_width,PQ_width,PR_width,mean_rr,pre_rr_interval,
post_rr_interval,local_average_rr,recData+’_’+str(i),symbol[pos]]
pos=pos+1
#plt.legend()
save_location=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/Arrhythmia_Detection_Project/Data/DS1
/Amplitude_features/Features_amp_interval/’+recData+’.csv’
amp_feature.to_csv(save_location,index=False)

2. Normal vs ectopcic beat detection (ClassificationNormal vs Nonnormal.py)
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed Mar 17 11:52:16 2021
@author: sbz
"""
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
mother_dir=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/Arrhythmia_Detection_Project/Data/DS1/
Amplitude_features/Features_amp_interval/Sanitized/Sanitized_New/
Sanitized_again/Normal_vs_Non_normal/’
data_dir=mother_dir+’AllDS1.csv’
data=pd.read_csv(data_dir)
data=data.replace([np.inf, -np.inf], np.nan)
data_fresh=data.dropna()
## Removing ’Q’
data_fresh=data_fresh[data_fresh[’Beat Type’]!=’Q’]
##checking the uniqu elements
print(data_fresh[’Beat Type’].unique())
#data_fresh_normal_non_normal=data_fresh
data_fresh.loc[(data_fresh[’Beat Type’]==’SVEB’),’Beat Type’]=’Not’
print(data_fresh[’Beat Type’].unique())
data_fresh.loc[(data_fresh[’Beat Type’]==’VEB’),’Beat Type’]=’Not’
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print(data_fresh[’Beat Type’].unique())
feature_labels=data_fresh.columns[:-2]
X=data_fresh[feature_labels]
y=data_fresh[’Beat Type’]
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y, test_size=0.4,
random_state=0)
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier
clf = DecisionTreeClassifier(random_state=0)
clf.fit(X_train,y_train)
for feature in zip(feature_labels,clf.feature_importances_):
print(feature)

feature_rank=pd.DataFrame({’Names’:feature_labels,’Importance’:clf.
feature_importances_})
sorted_data=feature_rank.sort_values(by=’Importance’,ascending=False)
sorted_feature_labels=list(sorted_data[’Names’].values)

index=[i for i in range(1,len(feature_labels)+1)]
#Accuracy=[]
#N=[]
#Not=[]
from sklearn.metrics import plot_confusion_matrix
from sklearn.metrics import precision_recall_fscore_support
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
_no=[]
pr=[]
re=[]
f_sc=[]
for ind in index:
clf.fit(X_train[sorted_feature_labels[:ind]],y_train)
y_pred=clf.predict(X_test[sorted_feature_labels[:ind]])
precision,recall,f_score,support=precision_recall_fscore_support(y_test,
y_pred, average=’micro’)
pr.append(precision)
re.append(recall)
f_sc.append(f_score)
_no.append(ind)
print(ind,’ ,’, precision, ’,’,recall,’,’,f_sc)
top_features_dataFrame=pd.DataFrame({’No of features’:_no,’Precision’:pr,’
Recall’:re,’F-score’:f_sc})
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#plt.figure(figure_no)
#plot_confusion_matrix(clf, X_test[sorted_feature_labels[:ind]], y_test)
#figure_no=figure_no+1
top_features_dataFrame.set_index(’No of features’, inplace=True)
ax = top_features_dataFrame.plot.bar(rot=0)

#######################
clf.fit(X_train[sorted_feature_labels[:5]],y_train)
mother_dir_test=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/Arrhythmia_Detection_Project/Data/DS2/
Amplitude_features/Features_amp_interval/Sanitized/Sanitized_New/
Sanitized_again/Pristine/’
data_dir_test=mother_dir_test+’AllDS2.csv’
data_test=pd.read_csv(data_dir_test)
data_test=data_test.replace([np.inf, -np.inf], np.nan)
data_fresh_test=data_test.dropna()
## Removing ’Q’
data_fresh_test=data_fresh_test[data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’]!=’Q’]
##checking the uniqu elements
print(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’].unique())
#data_fresh_normal_non_normal=data_fresh
data_fresh_test.loc[(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’]==’SVEB’),’Beat Type’]=’Not
’
print(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’].unique())
data_fresh_test.loc[(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’]==’VEB’),’Beat Type’]=’Not’
print(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’].unique())
X_test_ds2=data_fresh_test[sorted_feature_labels[:5]]
y_test_ds2=data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’]
y_pred_ds2=clf.predict(X_test_ds2)
precision_ds2,recall_ds2,f_score_ds2,support_ds2=
precision_recall_fscore_support(y_test_ds2, y_pred_ds2, average=’micro’)

3. SVEB vs VEB beat detection(Classification SVEB Vs VEB Normalized.py)
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed Mar 31 12:05:32 2021
@author: sbz
"""
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import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
mother_dir=’/home/sbz/Data/ESARP/Arrhythmia_Detection_Project/Data/DS1/
Amplitude_features/Features_amp_interval/Sanitized/Sanitized_New/
Sanitized_again/Normal_vs_Non_normal/Normalized_Feature_added/’
data_dir=mother_dir+’AllDS1_normalized_added_features.csv’
data=pd.read_csv(data_dir)
data=data.replace([np.inf, -np.inf], np.nan)
data_fresh=data.dropna()
## Removing ’Q’
data_fresh=data_fresh[data_fresh[’Beat Type’]!=’Q’]
##checking the unique elements
print(data_fresh[’Beat Type’].unique())
data_fresh=data_fresh[data_fresh[’Beat Type’]!=’N’]
#data_fresh_normal_non_normal=data_fresh
print(data_fresh[’Beat Type’].unique())
data_fresh.drop(columns=[’Beat_location’],inplace=True)
feature_labels=data_fresh.columns[:-1]
X=data_fresh[feature_labels]
y=data_fresh[’Beat Type’]
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y, test_size=0.25,
random_state=0)
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier
clf = DecisionTreeClassifier(random_state=0)
clf.fit(X_train,y_train)
for feature in zip(feature_labels,clf.feature_importances_):
print(feature)
feature_rank=pd.DataFrame({’Names’:feature_labels,’Importance’:clf.
feature_importances_})
sorted_data=feature_rank.sort_values(by=’Importance’,ascending=False)
sorted_feature_labels=list(sorted_data[’Names’].values)

index=[i for i in range(1,len(feature_labels)+1)]
#Accuracy=[]
#N=[]
#Not=[]
from sklearn.metrics import plot_confusion_matrix
from sklearn.metrics import precision_recall_fscore_support
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import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
_no=[]
pr=[]
re=[]
f_sc=[]
for ind in index:
clf.fit(X_train[sorted_feature_labels[:ind]],y_train)
y_pred=clf.predict(X_test[sorted_feature_labels[:ind]])
precision,recall,f_score,support=precision_recall_fscore_support(y_test,
y_pred, average=’micro’)
pr.append(precision)
re.append(recall)
f_sc.append(f_score)
_no.append(ind)
print(ind,’ ,’, precision, ’,’,recall,’,’,f_sc)
top_features_dataFrame=pd.DataFrame({’No of features’:_no,’Precision’:pr,’
Recall’:re,’F-score’:f_sc})
#plt.figure(figure_no)
#plot_confusion_matrix(clf, X_test[sorted_feature_labels[:ind]], y_test)
#figure_no=figure_no+1
top_features_dataFrame.set_index(’No of features’, inplace=True)
#ax = top_features_dataFrame.plot.bar(rot=0)
### top 3 features gives best cross-validation
clf.fit(X_train[sorted_feature_labels[:3]],y_train)
y_pred_ds1=clf.predict(X_test[sorted_feature_labels[:3]])
precision_ds1,recall_ds1,f_score_ds1,support_ds1=
precision_recall_fscore_support(y_test, y_pred_ds1, average=’micro’)
print(’Precision test:’,precision_ds1)
print(’Recall test:’,recall_ds1)
print(’f_score test:’,f_score_ds1)

##############On Test Data set##################
data_dir_test=mother_dir+’AllDS2_normalized_added_features.csv’
data_test=pd.read_csv(data_dir_test)
data_test=data_test.replace([np.inf, -np.inf], np.nan)
data_fresh_test=data_test.dropna()
## Removing ’Q’
data_fresh_test=data_fresh_test[data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’]!=’Q’]
##checking the uniqu elements
#print(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’].unique())
#data_fresh_normal_non_normal=data_fresh
#data_fresh_test.loc[(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’]==’SVEB’),’Beat Type’]=’
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Not’
#print(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’].unique())
#data_fresh_test.loc[(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’]==’VEB’),’Beat Type’]=’Not
’
#print(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’].unique())
data_fresh_test=data_fresh[data_fresh[’Beat Type’]!=’N’]
print(data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’].unique())
X_test_ds2=data_fresh_test[sorted_feature_labels[:3]]
y_test_ds2=data_fresh_test[’Beat Type’]
y_pred_ds2=clf.predict(X_test_ds2)
precision_ds2,recall_ds2,f_score_ds2,support_ds2=
precision_recall_fscore_support(y_test_ds2, y_pred_ds2, average=’micro’)
print(’Precision test:’,precision_ds2)
print(’Recall test:’,recall_ds2)
print(’f_score test:’,f_score_ds2)
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